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Abstract

The rapi,d'increase in popularity of the object-ori,ented approach to software d,euelop-

ment has resulted i,n many object-ori,ented analysi,s and desi,gn method,ologi,es. The

most popular methodologi,es haue reached thei,r pi,nnacle i,n the object-ori,ented, soft-

ware'industry largely due to the auai,labi,li,ty of graphi,cal CASE tools to support them.

These CASE tools were deueloped with the goal of meeting 'ind,ustry d,emand, rather

than deuelopi'ng a conc'ise and consi,stent methodology. Graphi,cal CASE tools sup-

port'ing these methodologi,es proui,de a graphi,cal editor to produce d,esi,gns using the

notati,on of the respecti,ue methodologg qui,ckly and easily. Unfortunately, these tools

do not ueri'fy the desi,gns that are produced by them and allow a d,esi.gner to prod,uce,in-

consi,stent and/or erroneous desi,gns. Thi,s thesi,s demonstrates that an object-ori,ented,

desi'gn methodologA can be ueri,fied usi,ng formal methods and, knowled,ge-based, tech-

ni,ques. Furthermore, thi,s thesi,s i,mplements a design uerifi,er that may be i,ntegrated,

wi'th a graphical CASE tool for construct'ing object-ori,ented software d,esigns.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The object-oriented approach to software development promotes reusability, enhances

the software developer's ability to understand and maintain software, and supports in-

cremental and iterative development of higher quality software 14]. Previous research

on object-oriented software development concentrated on developing analysis and de-

sign methodologies and tools to support them, as well as on developing compilers for

object-oriented programming languages [7]. Among the existing object-oriented anal-

ysis and design methodologies, the one developed by Booch [1] and the one developed

by Rumbaugh [22] became popular. One of the primary reasons for their popular-

ity is that both these methodologies are supported by tools (Rati,onat Ãose [20] and

OMTool [17], respectively), with a graphical user interface. Use of CASE tools in

software development can reduce coding effort significantly in large projects.



1.1 Verification

The problem with Rati.onal Rose and OMTool is that they both provide graphical

edi'tors for developing object-oriented design diagrams using the notations outlined

in their respective methodologies. These tools allow the designer to represent do-

main data (data specific to the software being designed) as elements of the object-

oriented paradigm, such as objects, attributes, data types, relationships and domain

constraints. Additionally, these tools also support code generation in a variety of

languages supporting object-oriented features: C++, Smalltatk. However, the do-

main data remains uninterpreted and unverified for consistency with respect to the

definitions of object-orientation. That is, the semantics of these notations are not

implemented in these tools. So, it is possible for a developer to misuse the tools to

create an object-oriented design diagram which may be meaningless or inconsistent,

and generate uncompilable code.

Periyasamy [18] has explored the anomalies of these tools and suggested a solution-
embed verification strategies into the tool itself. These verification strategies imple-

ment the semantics of the notations that are defined in the corresponding methodol-

ogy. In this context, it was intended to develop a CASE (Computer-Aided Software

Engineering) tool for object-oriented software development which encompasses the

design verification. This thesis describes the design implementation of the verifier

alone (see Figure 1.1).

Using a CASE tool, a designer can model an application domain using the graphical

editor associated with the CASE tool. The design will essentially consist of sym-

bols representing elements of the application domain, based on an object-oriented

approach. The verifier checks the semantic consistency of these symbols according to

the principles of object-orientation. Semantics of the target language may impose ad-

ditional constraints on the design which may also be enforced. For example, consider



Figure 1.1: General graphical CASE tool design.



designer determines the functionality of the target code.

The verification component of this CASE tool must be flexible and maintainable.

Methodologies evolve much like languages; new features may be added or existing

features may be constrained further. New methodologies can be invented, such as

Hewlett Packard's Fusion Method [6], or several existing methodologies can be com-

bined, as in the case of the Unified Modeling Language or UML*. Some modern OOD

CASE tools even support several design notations simultaneously [20], such as the

Booch Method, OMT, Coad & Yourdon, as well as UML [2, B].

The focus of this thesis lies in demonstrating that the semantics of an object-oriented

design methodology can be formalized and implemented in a verifier.

L.2 Formalization

The primary task in constructing the verifier is to confirm that the methodology

implemented by a tool is well defined and is consistent with the generally accepted

concepts of object-orientation. For example, i,nheri,tance in one methodology may

mean that the subclass can access only the public features of the superclass whereas

in another methodology one may also access the private features of the superclass.

Some methodologies may also support selective inheritance by which only a subset

of the superclass' features are accessed by the subclass. In this thesis, we attempt to

formalize those features which âre common to the two most popular methodologies,

namely Booch's and Rumbaugh's.

*UML is Rational Software's newest creation. Though not yet officially released, UML is po-
tentially the new industry standard object-oriented analysis and design model. UML is a hybrid,
combining three of the most popular and expressive methodologies in industry today, namely the
Booch Method, Rumbaugh's OMT, and Ivar Jacobson's Use Cases.



Initially the definitions of concepts in object-orientation are provided in natural lan-

guage (English for this thesis). Since natural language descriptions may be ambigu-

ous, these informal definitions are rewritten using a formal specification language. Es-

sentially, this thesis formally defines object-oriented concepts using the model-based

formal specification language Z [24,26)"

Formal methods are currently used in software development mainly to improve under-

standing of the requirements and to detect errors and inconsistencies very early in the

software development process [28]. The paramount advantage of using mathematically-

based formal methods such as Z is lhat they support reasoning about the properties

of the application and also verification of the software development process. Formal

methods are also used in deriving test cases. Currently, researchers are also investi-

gating the use of formal methods for software maintenance.

It is worthwhile to mention that this thesis does not formally specify all concepts

and definitions of object-orientation. Rather, we have selected only those which are

important from the verification point of view.

1.3 Implementation

The second task in constructing the design verifier is to implement the constraints

described by the formal specification. These constraints actually describe the seman-

tics of the notations used by the CASE tool. In this thesis, the implementation has

been carried out using a knowledge-based approach. A knowledge-based approach

provides the facility to derive new rules and facts dynamically for a given applica-

tion, as well as to enhance the semantics for future updates to the methodology. A

discussion of flexibility and maintainability of the knowledge-based approach for the

design verifier is discussed in Chapter 7. The knowledge-base is implemented using



CLIPS, an industrially proven tool developed by NASA [b].

The implementation of the knowledge-base decides whether to perform on-Ii,ne or

off-li'ne verification. In an on-line verification strategy, every event in the design

process is verified immediately after the event occurs. For example, as soon as the

user defines a class, a rule is invoked to ensure that the class name is unique. This

poses a problem when the verification involves an interdependent network of rules.

For example, a small change in the definition of a class may violate its relationships

with other classes which have already been verified and so the whole system must

be re-verified. In these situations, an off-line verification approach is more effective.

Chapter 7 briefly discusses the positive and negative aspects of both on-line and

off-line verification approaches.



Chapter 2

Terminology and Concepts of

Object-orientation

The focus of this chapter is to informally describe the terminology and concepts of

various entities involved and used in an object-oriented design. Though the basic

principles of object-orientation are the same for all the models, the exact meaning of

terms used by different models may vary" Some models may also introduce terms that

are specific to the chosen model or extend general concepts of object-orientation to-

wards specific applications. The following definitions establish a single and consistent

interpretation of the terms and concepts of the object-oriented paradigm used in this

thesis. Where appropriate, an example is provided with the definition to iliustrate

its meaning.

As stated earlier, the definitions for the basic principles are derived from the two

models-Booch's [1] and Rumbaugh's [22]. Generally, Booch's definitions are influ-

enced by implementation concerns and features available in object-oriented languages

such as C++ and Smalltalk. Rumbaugh's definitions are more concise and conceptual.



The informal definitions of the static model are largely elaborations on Rumbaugh's

definitions. As we studied several methods [4,7,9,!6,22,1, 13], Rumbaugh's method

was more complete and thorough than Booch or Meyer 116], especially for the concepts

of the static object model. Additionally, since his book on object-oriented software

construction [16], Meyer has actively pursued refining his object-oriented language,

Eiffel, rather than defining a general object-oriented analysis and design methodology.

Many researchers agree with the concepts and definitions as viewed by Booch and

Rumbaugh 14,7]t.

Rumbaugh's method is well documented in [22] and typically the reader finds concepts

of the model thoroughly defined. Moreover, these concepts are illustrated using sev-

eral examples to show how the concept can be used in a design. The completeness and

conciseness of Rumbaugh's methodology simplified specification and implementation

of the verifier.

Rumbaugh also thoroughly describes the concepts of the dynamic model; however,

the degree to which the concepts are constrained is more relaxed compared to his

definitions of the static model. In our dynamic object model, most of the constraints

on combining states and transitions were actually derived after the entire static model

and the basic constructs of the dynamic model were implemented in the verifier. With
our experience, we have also extended the dynamic model of Rumbaugh, particularly

from the verification perspective. These are indicated in later chapters of this thesis.

In our informal descriptions in this chapter, we have added Booch's definitions wher-

ever his views differ from Rumbaugh's methodology. More critical comparisons of

object-oriented analysis techniques can be found in [7, 8, 9].



2.L An Application

We now describe a sample application-a library management system. The purpose

of introducing this application is to cite examples from one application domain. This

makes the informal descriptions more readable and comprehensible.

A library management system fundamentally deals with two entities: users who bor-

row literary materials from the library, and i,tems-the set of literary materials that

are available for users to borrow, such as books, journals, and collections. All items

may be loaned out to users except journals in the current periodicals; current peri-

odcals are journals that are less than three months old.

Every item the library owns is registered in the database of the library management

system. Each item has a unique call number. The library may own several copies of

the same item, but each copy has a distinct call number. Each item also has a shelving

status associated with it indicating whether it is in circulation, on the shelves, on hold

(reserved), or loaned out. We assume that no item is lost.

Every user must be registered with the library in order to use any facility that the

library provides. Each user has a unique identification number (such as social insur-

ance number) to distinguish him/her from any other user. There are two categories

of users, each with different borrowing privileges: student users and faculty users.

Faculty users can borrow items for a maximum of 28 days, whereas student users cân

borrow items for a maximum of 14 days. Additionally, student users may borrow a

maximum of 10 items, whereas faculty users may borrow a maximum of 20 items.

Any user can reserve an item; there is no restriction on the type of items. If more

than one user reserves an item, the requests are queued. When a, user borrows an item

from the library, a due date is entered into the database along with the borrowing



information. Items not returned on or before the due date are said to be overdue.

When a user returns an overdue item, a fine is assessed at a daily rate for the number

of days the item is overdue. A user's borrowing privileges are suspended if the user

has not cleared up all fines. A user may reactivate borrowing privileges again after

paying all fines owing.

A user may renew an item in order to extend the due date. An item may only be

renewed by the user who borrowed the item and if the item is not reserved by any

other user. When a reserved item is returned, the first user in the reservation queue

for that item will be notified; the item will be on shelves but cannot be borrowed by

other users.

The complete static and dynamic design of the library management system is given in

Figure 2.1 using class diagrams and state diagrams of Rumbaugh's Object Modeling

Technique [22].

2.2 Principles of the Object-oriented Paradigm

This section discusses informal definitions of commonly used entities in the object-

oriented paradigm.

Abstraction Abstraction is the process of identifying and working with only the

important aspects of a problem with respect to some viewpoint, and minimizing

the focus on or ignoring unimportant aspects. These important aspects provide a

means to distinguish between different concepts and objects during realization of

the problem domain. Almost all object-oriented analysis and design methodologies

support abstractions, since it is an external part of object-orientation and is also
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+id : String
+name :String
+address : Slring
+$max_items : lnteger = 15
+$borrowing_days : lnteger = 21
+$overdue_rate : Rate = $0.25 per day
+$hold_duration : Duration = 1O days
+balance_owing : Money = 0.0

+Make Payment (amount: Money)
+Borrow ltem (item : ltem)
+Renew ltem (¡tem : ltem)
+Request Hold (item : ltem)
+Cancel Hold Request (item : ltem)
Items Borrowed 0:ltemList
Count ltems Borrowed 0:lnteger

+$max_items : lnteger = 10
+$borrowing_days : lnteger = 14

+$max_items : lnteger = 20
+$bonowing_days : lnteger = 28

+call_no: CallNo
+shelv¡ng_locat¡on : Locat¡on
+slafus.' ltemstatus
+keywords: StingList
/+due_date : Date

+Loan Out (user : User)
+Retumed 0
+Flemove From Circulation 0
+Place in Circulation 0
+Place Hold (user: Use]
+Cancel Hold (user: User)
Current Borrower 0 : Use r
Next Holder 0:User
Count Holds 0:lnteger
Item Available (user: User,date : Date)

+title : String
+authors : StringList
+publisher: String
+publisher_locale : Str¡ng
+year_published : Year
+pages : lnteger

+name : String
+editors : StringList
+volume : String
+issue : String
+issue_date : MonthYear

+title : String
+editors : StringList
+publisher : String
+publisher_locale : Str¡ng
+year_published : Year



on Request Hold( item ):^item.Ptace Hold(user)
on Cancel Hold Request( item )[ user has hold for item ]: ¡item.Cancel Hold(user)

on Borrow ltem( item )[ count_items_borrowed < max-¡tems ]: ^item.Loan Out(user)
on Renew ltem( item )[ item in Current ltems Borrowed ]: ^item.Loan Out(user)

Figure 2.2: State diagram for the class (Jser.

Loan Oul{ user )l user = Curênt Bor@er I /
due_dal6 = du6_dste + bnowing_days

Loan Oul( ussr )[.us6r = N€xt Holdêr I

Figure 2.3: State diagram for the class Item.
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Current Perlodlcals

Loâñ Oul( us6r )l user= Nsn Holderl

Figure 2.4: State diagram for the class Journal.
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claimed as a primary advantage of the object-oriented paradigm over the functional

paradigm.

In Booch's methodology, the essential characteristics of an object that are modeled

distinguish the object from all other kinds of objects, and provide well-defined con-

ceptual boundaries relative to the perspective of the designer. Essentially, it is an

abstraction of an object.

In Rumbaugh's method, abstraction is the selective examination of certain aspects of

a problem, isolating those aspects important for some purpose and suppressing those

aspects that are unimportant. Many different abstractions are possible from the same

entity, depending on the purpose for which they are introduced.

Object-orientation Object-orientation is a level of abstraction where the universe

is viewed as a set of concrete or abstract entities (objects) that relate to and interact

with each other. It is important to note that object-orientation can also be applied

to domains other than software development.

Booch maintains a general view of object-orientation as anything that utilizes the

concept of an object; a concept which serves to unify algorithmic and data abstraction.

Rumbaugh is more specific by defining object-orientation as a software development

strategy that organizes software as a collection of objects that contain data structure

and behaviour. This definition is inclined towards object-oriented software as opposed

to Booch's view of object-orientation which is inclined towards modeling real world

concepts.

Object Model An object model is characterized by a collection of principles and

a notation used for analysis and design, which documents the structure of a software

T4



system with respect to the concepts, the entities, the relationships between entities,

and the interaction between them. Generall¡ an object model supports a common

graphical notation based on the principles of object-orientation to realize the static

structure and dynamic behaviour of a software system, and to provide a means of

communicating the design to the external world.

Object-oriented Analysis Object-oriented analysis is the process of identifying

the requirements of a system in terms of concrete or abstract objects found in the

problem domain. Analysis focuses on identifying concepts of the application without

regard to the final implementation.

Object-oriented Design Object-oriented design is the process of forming the log-

ical and physical structure, as well as the static and dynamic models for the soft-

ware system to achieve the desired functionality using an object model. Generally,

object-oriented design is derived from the requirements which are already analyzed

for consistency and feasibility.

Classification Classification is a process of organizing data with the same or similar

characterisitics into one category. An object model uses classification by providing a

mechanism for the software designer to group objects with the same attributes and

behaviour into a class. Almost every object-oriented analysis and design methodology

agrees with this definition.

Concurrency Concurrency is a property of objects whether an object is in an active

or inactive state relative to another object. An active object is the one performing

some operation, wheras an inactive object is not performing any operation and is
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waiting to be acted upon explicitly. Two objects may be concurrent with respect

one another if they can both perform operations without interacting.

In Booch's methodology, concurrency distinguishes an active object from one that is

not active.

Rumbaugh views concurrency as two or more operations whose execution overlaps

in time. Hence, Rumbaugh's view is more inclined towards execution scenarios. All
objects in a system are inherently concurrent and can change state independently.

Encapsulation Encapsulation is a modeling and implementation technique that

separates an accessible interface of an object from its implementation details. Essen-

tially, encapsulation serves to separate externally visible features-features accessible

by other objects-from internally visible features-features used only to implement

externally visible features. All object-oriented analysis and design models support

encapsulation by providing a means of declaring the visibility of attributes and oper-

ations.

Booch describes encapsulation as the process of compartmentalizing the elements

an abstraction that constitute its structure and behaviour; encapsulation serves

separate the contractual interface of an abstraction from its implementation.

Rumbaugh calls encapsulation a modeling and implementation technique that sepa-

rates the external aspects of an object from its internal implementation details.

Hierarchy Hierarchy, in general, denotes an acyclic ordering of entities according

to some property. All object-oriented design and analysis models support hierar-

chies when defining inheritance and aggregation (to be discussed later). A hierarchy

typically resembles a tree-like structure.

to

of

to
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According to Booch, a hierarchy is a ranking or ordering of abstractions. The two

most common hierarchies in a complex system include its structure (including "kind-

of" hierarchies) and its object structure (including "pârt-of" and collaboration hi-

erarchies); hierarchies may also be found in module and process architectures of a

complex system.

Rumbaugh has no explicit definition of a hierarchy. However, Rumbaugh makes use

of hierarchies in generalization, aggregation, and also in state nesting.

Modularity Modularity facilitates breaking down a complex system into compo-

nents called modules. Each module is a coherent subset of the entire system that
captures a particular aspect of the svstem.

Booch emphasizes the concept of a module as a means of partitioning code. Modu-

larity denotes a property of a system that has been decomposed into a set of cohesive

and loosely coupled moduies. A module is a unit of code that serves as a building

block for the physical structure of a system; a program unit that contains declara-

tions, expressed in the vocabulary of a particular programming language, that form

the physical realization of some or all of the classes and objects in the logical design

of the system.

Rumbaugh describes modularity as a property of a system that has been broken down

into subsets of tightly bound groups of classes and their relationships.

Persistence Persistence is a property of an object by which its existence extends

beyond the termination of the execution of a program which created it.

Booch adds, persistence is a property of an object by which its existence transcends

time (i.e. the object continues to exist after its creator ceases to exist) or space (i.e.
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the object's location moves from the address space in which it was created).

Polymorphism Theoretically, polymorphism denotes the existence of an entity in

more than one form. In the object-oriented paradigm, this entity may be an object

(belonging to more than one class) or a method (implemented in more than one way).

Booch calls polymorphism a concept in type theory, according to which a name (such

as a variable declaration) may denote objects of many different classes that are related

by some common superclass; thus, any object denoted by this name is able to respond

to some common set of operations in different ways.

According to Rumbaugh, polymorphism denotes a situation whereby an operation

takes on different forms in different classes and hence the implementation of the

operation may differ according to the class, but is still logically consistent.

2.3 The Static Object Model

The static object model is comprised of classes (the structure of objects), and the

relationships between classes.

Type A type denotes a set of entities or values with similar behaviour. Two identical

values of the same type are indistinguishable from each other. In object-orientation,

a type usually refers to a set of primitive objects with complete details for the cho-

sen level of abstraction. Examples of types are integers, reals, dates, enumerations,

characters and strings.

In a library environment, a Date is a type. Due-d,ate is a characteristic property
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of an item and its type is Date. The values belonging to the type Date consist of

combination of month (January through December), day of the month (1 - 31), and

year (a four digit integer) under certain conditions. For example, an illegal value for

Date would be "February 29 1995" since February in 1995 is not a leapyear and so it
has only 28 days.

Booch defines a type as a domain of allowable values that an object may possess and

the set of operations that may be performed upon the object. In his methodology,

a type differs from a class in that a type emphasizes the conformance to a common

protocol.

Rumbaugh views a type as a set of objects or values with similar behaviour, usually

expressed by the operations defined on the type, without regard to the potential

implementation of the type.

Attribute An attribute is a characteristic quality ascribed to an entity. An at-

tribute has a type ? and, at any time, has a value drawn from the domain of values

belonging to the type T.

For example, in a library management system, a book has attributes title, author,

pz,ges, call number. The attributes title anð author are of type stri,ng. The attribute

pages is of type i,nteger.

Operation An operation denotes a particular behavioural characteristic of an en-

tity. It may be an action, activity, or event which manipulates or stimulates an entity.

An operation usually has a focused objective and performs a transformation accord-

ing to a protocol. An operation can accept parameters and can return a value. The

name, types of parameters, and the type of the return value together constitute the
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signature of the operation.

The implementation of an operation is called a method. A method generally has an

executable statement body along with a set of local variables and parameters. A

parameter can be an i,nput parameter if the argument is only read by the method, an

output parameter if the argument is written to, or both i,nput output if the argument

is read and written to.

Object An object is a discrete entity that has state, behaviour, and identity. Gen-

erally, an object refers to a real-world entity found within the problem domain or a

conceptual entity used by the software designer to realize the application. Within
an object model, an object is a particular instance of a class distinguishable from all

other instances of the same class by an implicit identity property.

In a library environment, a book is an object referring to a real-world entity. A list,

a stack, or a queue is a conceptual entity used to model a collection of objects; the

collection as a whole is also an object.

It is also possible to have two instances of the same object. For example, one can

hold two copies of the same book. An implicit identifier, a call number combined

with a copy number, uniquely distinguishes the two books.

State The state of an object consists of the set of all attributes internal to the

object and the values assigned to those attributes at a particular time.

As an example, consider the attributes of a book object: title, øuthor, støtus. At a

particular point in time, the book object may have a state determined by the values

{"object-oriented Modeling and Design", "James Rumbaugh", "on shelves',}. After

a user borrows this book, the state of the object is changed to { "Object-Oriented



Modeling and Design", "James Rumbaugh", "loaned out"].

Booch calls the state of an object, "the cumulative results of the behaviour of an

object." In particular, a state is one of the possible conditions in which an object

may exist, characterized by values of attributes that are distinct from other values

of attributes. At any given point in time, the state of an object encompasses the

structure of the object as well as the dynamic values of its properties and relationships

with other objects.

Behaviour In principle, the behaviour of an object characterizes the set of all

actions that can be exercised by the object, as well as on the object. In object-

oriented design the behaviour of an object is the set of operations that an object

performs to interact with other objects or to manipulate its own state.

For example, in a library, a user object reserves an i,tem by performing the operation

Request Hold. In this case, the operation Reserue Item models the behaviour of the

user object. By exerting this behaviour on an item, the status of the item is changed.

At the system level, this is performed by an operation Change Status by item, which

denotes an instrinsic behaviour of item.

Identity Identity is the property of an object that allows it to be distinguished

from all other objects, even if their states are identical. Normally, an identifier is an

attribute of the object that remains invariant regardless of any operation performed

on and by the object. It is not explicitly indicated or exported in a design.

Consider a library that does not maintain copy numbers in the call number, but may

have several copies of the same book. The state for two copies of the same book that

are loaned out is {"QA 76.74.896 1994", "loaned out"}. This may look identical for
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an end user, but the internal representations of the book stores its identity (in this

case a combination of call number and copy number).

Class A class is a generic object structure for an arbitrary number of objects ex-

hibiting common attributes and behaviour. The set of all valid objects of a class

defines the domain of the class. In the implementation of a class, attributes are also

called data members, and operations are known as methods. In addition, the class of

an object is synonymous to t'he type of objects derivable from the class. Generically,

the attributes and operations of a class are referred to as its features.

In our previous discussions, when we referred to a book, we actually meant the class

Boolc which represents the set of all books in the library. A book object represents a

particular book in the library with specific values attached to its attributes, whereas

the class Boolc serves as a template or blueprint that describes the properties of books.

Booch agrees with the notion that a class denotes a set of objects that share a common

structure and behaviour. However, he suggests that class and type are not necessarily

interchangable. A class is a slightly different concept from a type, in that it emphasizes

the classification of structure and behaviour.

Rumbaugh does not differentiate between class and tgpe.

Instance An instance of a class is a single distinct object that exhibits the attributes

and operations as defined by the class. An instance differs from an object in that

it does not have an identity. There can be multiple instances of the same object,

each with identical state and behaviour. In practice, an instance is much like a
variable in a program. The instance of a class is named and can be assigned any valid

object defined by the class. Conceptually, an object represents a distinct entitv in ihe
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problem domain. As with variables in a program, there may be multiple instances

that all represent that same object.

As an example, consider the class Book wii.h the attributes ti,tle, author, caII number.

Let there be two instances of the class Book called boolq and boolø. Suppose there is

a book object in the library with the state { "Object-Oriented Analysis and Design

with Applications", "Grady Booch", "QA 76.64 896 1994"Ì. Both instances bookl

and boolq may have this same state as well as the behaviour as defined by the class

Book.

Booch considers the terms instance and object are interchangeable, but Rumbaugh

points out a subtle difference-an instance is an object but an object is not necessarily

an instance.

Instantiation Instantiation is the process of creating an instance from a class and

placing it into a valid initial state. Typically, during execution of a program, instan-

tiation of an object corresponds to a variable declaration. In some cases, an instance

may also be instantiated with the state of a valid object. Like uninitialized variable

declarations, an instance may be instantiated with a 'null' state representing a valid

state for the instance but not representing any object of the domain.

One might observe the difference between an object and an instance by considering

the "null" state that an instance may hold.

Booch describes instantiation as the process of filling in the template of a generic or

parameterized class to produce a class from which one can create instances. This is

also the mechanism of creating a ciass from a C++ template.
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Class Attribute A class attribute is an attribute of a class that is shared by all

instances of that class. The value of a class attribute is common to all instances of

the class. A change to the value ofa class attribute in one instance results in a change

of value in all instances simultaneously.

In the library, a student user may borrow at most 10 items, each for at most 14 days.

We define the class StudentUser with the class attributes mar-,items and borrowi,ng-

days wit'h the corresponding values 10 and 14 to represent the borrowing restrictions

imposed on student users. All instanc es of Sfudent(Jser share these values. If students

are allowed to take out 12 items, the value of the mar-i,tems class attribute will be

changed to 12. From that point on, all instances of SfudentUser will reflect a rnar-

i,tems value of 12.

Class Operation A class operation is an operation defined in the class but not

accessible by its instances. The creation of an instance, listing the attributes of a
class, and modifying a class attribute are some examples of class operations.

For example, a class operation may count the number of instances of the class.

Ïnterface The interface of a class consists of features defined in this class that are

accessible by instances of other classes. Generally, it is a subset of features defined

in this class. The interface of a class is said to be ui,si,ble to the other classes. In

practice, modifier keywords and scoping rules provide flexibility over the visibility of

features.

Consider the class Boolc with attributes ti,tle, authors, call number, status, shelui,ng-

locati,on and the operations Loan Out, Returned, Place Hold, Remoue From Ci,rcula-

ti'on, Curcent Borrower, Nert Holder. The interface of the class Book may consist of
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the attribules title, author, call nurnber, stl,tus,

Loan Out, Returned, Place Hold.

sheluing-locati,on and the operations

Booch calls the interface of a class the external or outside view of the class which

emphasizes its abstraction while hiding its internal structure and certain behaviour.

Implementation The implementation of a class consists of those features defined

in the class that are accessible only by the class' own methods. Such attributes

and methods are not visible to other classes. The interface and implementation of

a class together constitute its total set of features. In object-orientation, one way

encapsulation is supported is by hiding i,mplementati,on details behind a consistent

interface. That way, any changes to the implementation do not change the interface

of the class.

For example, consider a slightly different version of the class Book with attributes ti,tle,

authors, call number, status, queue-of-holds, current-user and the operations Loan

Out, Place Hold, Count Holds, Enqueue [Jser, Dequeue (Jser, the implementation of

Book may consist of the attributes queue-of-holds, number-of-holds and the operations

Enqueue User, Dequeue User.

Association An association is a relationship between one or more classes. Typi-

cally, an association describes the dependency relationship among classes.

In a library environment, the Borcow Item operation for a user establishes the asso-

ciation between the class User and the class Iúern.

Booch calls an association a "'t;ses" relationship.
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Link A link is an instance of an association. Stated another way, an association

describes a set of links having common structure and characteristics. Links are to

associations what objects are to classes.

For instance, suppose we have a book object boolh and a user object usêrs. When

usero borrows boolh an actual link of the borrows association is established between

users and boolçy.

Role A role describes the function or purpose of a class participating in an associ-

ation. The role is characterized by a role name, a cardi,nalitg which constrains the

multiplicity of the objects that may simultaneously participate in the association, and

a qualifier.

Consider the relationship borrows; a user borrows an item. The role of the class [/ser

is the borcower, and the role of the class Boolc is the i,tem-borrowed,. Since one item is

loaned out to exactly one user, the borrower has a cardinality constraint of one. Also,

since a user may borrow one or more books, the cardinality of the i,tem-borrowed, is

one-or-n1,ore.

According to Booch, a role is the purpose or capacity in which one class or object

participates in a relationship with another. It denotes a certain set of behaviours that

are crisp at a particular point in time, and it is the âppearance of an object to the

world at a given moment.

Link Attribute An association may also have attributes. This attribute is like an

attribute for a class except that it is not a property of any class participating in the

association, but a property of the association itself.

Consider again, a user borrows an item; borrows is association between (Jser objects
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and ltem objects. The attribtte due-daúe is not a property of either (Jser or ltem,b:ut

rather a property of the borrows association. The attribute due-date can be modeled

as a link attribute of borrows.

Rumbaugh suggests that in more complex situations where an association also has

behaviour, the association can be modeled as a class with its own attributes and

operations. This is essentially the same as modeling an intangible conceptual entity

as an ordinary class.

Qualifier A qualifier is a property of a role that distinguishes an object among a

set of objects participating in a binary association. The qualifier may be an attribute

in the associated class (the class opposite the role class), or a link attribute of the

association.

For example, consider a more complex inter-library management system with library

objects that provide serui,ces to users. Every user may be a client of one or more

libraries. In the seru'ices association the library plays the role l,ibrary-serui,ce and the

user has the role library-custorner. One customer may be serviced by one or more

libraries, and one library services one or more customers. To uniquely identify its

customers, every library service issues each of its customers a uniqte userid,, which

is a link attribute of the seru'ices association*. Using userid as the qualifier for the

li,brarg-seru'ice, one can distinguish a single user object from a library object.

Generalization Generalization is a relationship between a more general class and

one or more refined classes. Normally in a design, generalizations form a hierarchy of

classes. A refined class is called a subclass and the general class is called a superclass"

*The userid is no longer an attribute of the user; otherwise the user could only be serviced by
one library.
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Usually generalization is defined along some dimension or property and all subclasses

become refinements along that property. In this context, a generalization can be

di'sjoi'nt or ouerlappi,ng. A disjoint generalization means an object is a member of

only one of the subclasses in the generalization. An overlapping generalization allows

an object to be a member of one or more of the subclasses simultaneously.

Generalization is also known as a "lci,nd-of " relationship; this is meaningful because

any subclass is a kind of superclass.

As an example, in the library system, the class ltem îs a generalization of the classes

Boolt, Journal and Collecti,ons.

Specialization Specialization is the inverse of the generalization relationship. Typ-

icall¡ both generalization and specialization represent the same relationship. The

distinction arises from the viewpoint of the designer: generalization is viewed from

subclass to superclass, while specialization is viewed as the opposite.

In the library system, the classes Book, Journal and Collecti,ons are specializations

of Item.

Descendent A descendent of a class ,4 is any subclass of ,4 across one or more

levels of generalization.

Assume the library has a special type of book, called reference book, which has similar

attributes to that of a book, with an additional attribute called ed'itor. A generaliza-

tion can be defined with the subclass Reference Book and the superclass ,Boo&. Now

the classes Reference Book and Book are both descendents of class ltem.
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Ancestor An ancestor of a class B is any superclass of B across one or more levels

of generalization.

Referring to the same example above, Item is an ancestor of both Book and Reference

Book.

Inheritance Inheritance is a mechanism for generalization and specialization. Nor-

mally it is achieved by sharing attributes and operations among objects through a

generalization hierarchy. A subclass inherits all features of an ancestor class. To

avoid inheritance of implementation features, only erported featrres are propagated

to descendents. The ancestor from which the subclass inherits a feature is known as

the ori,gi,n class of the feature. Consequently, an instance of a class is simultaneously

an instance of all ancestors of that class. Generalization and specialization can both

be realized using inheritance.

To illustrate this, consider the three descendants Item: Book, Journal, and. Collection.

All items share some attributes and operations except each has different reference

information. We model this as a generalization with ltem as the superclass of Book,

Journal and Collections. Any feature of Item is inherited by all subclasses, Book,

Journal and Collecti,ons. A particular book which is an instance of Book is also an

instance ltem.

Booch describes inheritance purely as an implementation mechanism. Accordingly,

inheritance defines an "is-a" hierarchy among classes in which a subclass inherits from

one or more Seneralized superclasses. A subclass typically specializes its superclasses

by augmenting or redefining existing structure and behaviour. Rumbaugh's view

concurs with Booch's.

Generally, inheritance can be implemented using one or both of the following two
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mechanisms:

Inheritance by Extension Inheritance by extension involves creating a subclass

by adding attributes or operations to those features inherited from ancestors.

Booch and Rumbaugh both allow the extension of the functionality of an operation.

However, this implies that the protocol or semantic intent of the operation is altered

and thus the newly formed operation is no longer the same operation.

To illustrate inheritance by extension, consider the superclass ltem, and one of its

subciasses Boolc. Item has only five attributes call number, sheluing-location, status,

Ireywords, due-date. These attributes are common to all items in the library. Book

extends Item by defining six additional attributes ti,tle, authors, publ,isher, publi,sher-

locale, year-publi,shed, pages. In total Boolc has eleven attributes: those attributes

inherited from ltern, and those attributes of Book which were explicitly defined.

Inheritance by Restriction Inheritance by restriction involves creating a subclass

by constraining values for some attributes inherited from an ancestor. Additionally,

restriction can be achieved by refining the types in the signature of an operation and

also by refining the type of an attribute. In our model, a subclass must extend or

restrict the superclass.

Rumbaugh also considers renaming attributes as a means of restriction. Practically,

renaming an attribute is equivalent to hiding an attribute and adding another at-

tribute with the same type. In the verifier, this type of inheritance is not permitted.

Suppose a library has three classes of user: student user, faculty user and staff user.

Students, staff and and faculty share some attributes and operations, but student

users are more restricted. We can model this as a generalization with a superclass
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User having mar-i,tems ( 15 and borrowi,ng-peri,od 1 2ldays. The Student[Jser class

may further constrain these attributes by saying mar-'items ( 10 and borrowi,ng-period,

( 14 days.

Single fnheritance Single inheritance occurs when a subclass inherits the features

from a single superclass.

In our library example, lf StudentUser inherits only from (Jser, then it is single

inheritance.

Multiple fnheritance Multiple inheritance occurs when a subclass inherits fea-

tures directly from more than one superclass at the same time. A class can multiply

inherit from superclasses belonging to two distinct generalizations, but not from two

superclasses belonging to the same disjoint generalization. Since an object of a class

becomes an instance of all its ancestors, multiply inheriting from two superclasses

from the same disjoint generalization would violate the disjointness property.

Multipie inheritance also creates a problem known as the multi,ple i,nheri,tance ambi-

gui,ty [7a]. The ambiguity arises when a class inherits a feature with the same name

from two ancestors along distinct inheritance paths.

In a university library environment, if an Instrucúor inherits from both Student and

Faculty there may be conflicts among the two superciasses. For example, both Stud,ent

and Faculúgr define the attribute mar-items, and so the default value reflected in

Instructor is ambiguous.

Concrete Class A concrete class is a class that has direct instances.
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A student user object in the library is directly an instance of the class 
^9úzd ent(Jser"

Therefore, StudentUser is a concrete class.

Booch also adds that a concrete class is a class whose implementation is complete.

In other words, the methods or operations of a class must all be coded.

Normally, operations are not coded in a design, however, an operation may be de-

clared an abstract operation-ân operation which must be implemented by a concrete

descendent class.

Abstract Class An abstract class is a class that has no direct instances. Typically,

it is a superclass in a generalization. A class is declared abstract with the intention

that a concrete descendent will extend or refine the inherited features. An abstract

class must have atleast one abstract operation.

In a library, the class Item is an abstract class. The subclasses Book, Journal, and,

Collecti,on could each extend Item by adding attributes or operations specific to their

structure or behaviour. Book objects have an author and Journol objects have an

edi'tor' An operation such as Print Reference depends on the exact structure of the

object and needs to be defined for each subclass Book, Journal and Collecti,on. We

say Print Reference is an abstract operation which declares a signature and protocol

in class ltem, but the implementation is undefined. As a result, Item cannot have a

direct instance since the implementation (method) of Pri,ntfueference is undefined.

Leaf Class A leaf class is a concrete class that is not a superclass in any general-

ization.

Join class A join class is a class that has one or more superclasses.
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Disjoint Classes Two classes are said to be disjoint if their attributes and oper-

ations are distinct; there are no common attributes or operations between the two

classes.

Disjoint Subclass A subclass is said to be disjoint if it has two or more disjoint

superclasses.

Aggregation Aggregation denotes a containment relationship between two or more

classes. An aggregation between two ciasses includes an aggregaúe class and. a corn-

ponent class. It is because of this containment dependency relationship that an

aggregation is also viewed as an association.f

There are two types of aggregation: aggregati,on by ualue and aggregati,on by refer-

ence. A' value component must be instantiated and linked to the assembly when the

assembly itself is instantiated. If an assembly with value components is destroyed,

then all the component objects are also destroyed. In referential aggregation, a com-

ponent object can be instantiated and linked with the assembly any time after the

instantiation of the assembly.

Aggregation is also called the "part-of" since a conxponent is a part of the assembly

class. The terms component and assembly are borrowed from Rumbaugh.

Container Class A container class is an aggregation whose components can vary

in multiplicity. In practice, the objects contained in a container are referentially

contained since the multiplicity of the component objects is variable. The objects

contained may belong to the same class or may share an ancestor.

iRumbaugh prefers to view aggregation as a binary relationship, that way roles can be specified
for each assembly and component pair.
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Booch describes a container class as a class whose instances are collections of other

objects. Container classes may denote homogeneous collections (all objects in the

collection belong to the same class) or heterogeneous collections (each object in the

collection may belong to a different class, although all objects must generally share a

common superclass).

Container classes are usually defined as parameterized classes, with some parameter

designating the class of the contained objects, as is the case with the C++ Standard

Template Libraries [12]. Examples of container classes include sets, arrays, stacks,

trees, queues, maps, deques, and associations.

Recursive Aggregation Recursive aggregation is an aggregation in which the as-

sembly may be a component within itself, either directly or indirectly. Recursive

aggregation must also be referential aggregation since an instance cannot directly or

indirectly contain itself.

2.4 The Dynamic Object Model

State Diagram A state diagram describes a finite state machine in a graphical

form. It is used to capture the dynamic behaviour of objects in a system. The

principle constructs in a state diagram are events, states, and transitions.

Figure 2.2, Figure 2.3, and Figure 2.4 are examples of state diagrams using Rum-

baugh's OMT.

State In the dynamic model, the state of an object is an abstraction of the internal

condition of an object. Upon instantiation, an object is placed in an i,ni,ti,al state.
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Within the lifetime of the object, the object is subject to operations which manipulate

its state. A fi'nal state is a state which when entered terminates the existence of the

object.

In a state diagram, a state can have entry act'ions, eri,t act,ions, i,nternal act,ions, and.

acti'ui'ti,es. Entry act'ions are a sequence of actions that are performed immediately

upon entry into the state. This is followed by acti,uiti,es. Eri,t actions are actions

performed when a state is left. Ãn i,nternal acti,on is an action that is performed on

an event, similar to transitions, except internal actions do not leave the state. A state

may have concurrent subdiagrams. Two states in different concurrent subdiagrams

are said to be concurrent states.

In Figure 2.3, states are represented by rounded rectangles. The state diagram has

the state Out of Ci'rculati,on to indicate the conceptual condition that the item is out

of circulation (i.e. the item is lost or being repaired). The state Hold,s is a condition

of items when there are holds on the item for users.

Tbansition A transition is a change in an object's internal state. In a state diagram,

a transition is a change from a source state to a target state. A transition is said to fi"re

when the object is in the source state and the conditions associated with the transition

are satisfied. When the transition fires, the object is moved from the source state to

the target state. A transition may also perform some actions or generate events when

firing.

An outgoing transi'ti,onis a transition which causes an object to move from a source

state to a different target state. Conversely, an'incoming transiti,on is a transition

which brings an object to a state under consideration.

ln Figure 2.2, a transition exits from the source state Acti,ue to the target state
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Suspended to indicate that a user's borrowing privileges have been suspended until

the balance owing is repaid in full.

Event An event is any instantaneous occurrence or signal that is significant to the

behaviour of the entire system being modeled. Typically, an event denotes either an

external stimulus, an exception, the completion of an operation, the invocation of

an operation, or a modification of values during the execution of an operation which

triggers a response by one or more objects in the system.

An event is created either by an external signal or internally by an object in the

system. An event may be handled globally or the creator may send the event to a
specific class of objects, or even to a single target object. While an internal event

affects the creator object alone, an external event may be sent to a target object

which is associated with the creator.

In the state diagram of class Item, the event Returned causes a transition from the

state Loaned Out to the state On Shelues. Notice in the class diagram of the library

system the class Item also has an operation Returned defined. Practically, events are

modeled as operations of an object.

Event Class An event class describes a collection of events that share similar struc-

ture and control behaviour. All events of an event class cause the same behavioural

response from any object which may handle that class of event. An event is a particu-

lar occurrence or instance of an event class. Events and event classes are synonymous

to objects and classes respectively.

In the state diagram of the class ltem there are four event classes: Place Hoki,

Cancel Hold, Loan Out and Returned. Place Hold, Cancel HoId,, Loan Out all have a
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parameter of type User, and Returned is parameterless. Every event class describes

the structure and control behaviour of all its events.

Event Attribute An event attribute is a parameter of an event class. It has a type

and can have a default value. When the event occurs, an argument value is passed

corresponding to its event attribute.

Again, in the state diagram of the class ltemthere are four event classes: Place Hold,,

Cøncel Hold, Loan Out and Returned. Place HoId, Cancel HoId,, Loan Out all have an

event attribute of type User, and Returned does not have an event attribute. When

an actual event occurs for event classes Place Hold, Cancel Hold, Loan Out, an actual

user object is passed as a parameter. In the implementation, events occurring for an

i'tem obiect corresponds to a user object invoking an operation of i,tem obiect.

Event Generalization An event generalization is relationship between a supereuent

and one or more subeuents. A subevent inherits all event attributes of the superevent.

An event instance of a subevent is simultaneously an event of the superevent.

Consider a graphical user interface environment that has many types of events. When

a user presses the keyboard, a keyboard event is generated. A numeric field object

may respond to a numeric keyboard event and display the digit just typed by a user.

A text field object may respond to any alphanumeric keyboard event and display the

character typed by the user as well. Both fields display the character or digit entered.

We can define an event generalization with subevent classes numeric keyboard, euent

and alphabeti,c keyboard euent and the superevent class keyboard euent.

Events may be structured into a generalization hierarchy to reduce redundant tran-

sitions on similar types of events. We say that an event class is a ,,kind,-of,, event of
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any ancestor event class.

Leaf Event Class A leaf event class is an event class that is not a superevent in

any event generalization. Additionall¡ an event instance can only occur for a leaf

event class. The implication of this constraint is that an event for a given event class

is handled by any object handling the given event class as well as any ancestor event

class.

In the preceding example involving keyboard events, only numeric keyboard events

or alphabetic keyboard events actually occur in the system. General keyboard events

can only occur indirectly as numeric and alphabetic keyboard events happen.

Action An instantaneous operation is defined as an action. In practice, no opera-

tion is instantaneous; however, for the resolution of abstraction, we can consider an

action to be instantaneous. An action could alternately be modeled as an operation

of the object.

In the state diagram of class ltem (Figure 2.3), renewal of an item is an action.

Concurrent Operations Two operations ,4 and B are said to be concurrent if
the order of their executions is independent of the final result. Additionally, two

concurrent operations can be performed in parallel. Two operations of the same

object can be concurrent if and only if the methods implementing these operations

modify disjoint sets of attributes, and do not share an object argument passed to an

output parameter.
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Activity An activity is an operation with duration. A state may have one or

more activities that commence upon entry into the state. A, sequentzal activity is
an activity which has a finite duration. A conti,nuozs activity is an activity which

continues indefinitely. An activity can be described by a subdiagram.

An example of an activity is a screen being refreshed, or a furnace running.

Tþansition on Event A transition on an event is a type of transition which fires

when an event of a specified event class occurs. The transition may also fire if an

event of some descendent of the transition's event class occurs. A state may not have

two outgoing transitions on the same event class or on two different event classes

which are on the same branch of an event generalization hierarchy.

Place i,n Ci,rculation stimulates a transition from state Out of Ci,rculati,on to In Ci,r-

culation.

Automatic Tbansition An automatic transition is a type of transition which fires

immediately once the source state is entered. It is not a transition on an event.

Guarded Transition A guarded transition is a transition with a guard, cond,iti,on.

A guard condition allows a transition to fire only if the condition evaluates to true.

The guard condition is a boolean predicate which tests the values of the object's

attributes, or which tests the state of the object in a concurrent state diagram.

Both automatic transitions and transitions on events can be guarded. A transition

without a guard condition is called an unguarded transition. A state with an un-

guarded automatic transition cannot have any other transitions. Also, a state with a

guarded automatic transition must not have another guarded transition in which the
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guard conditions of both transitions are true simultaneously.

The state diagram of class User conLains two automatic guarded transitions between

the states Acti,ue and Suspended: one from Acti,ue to Suspend,ed when the balance-

ow'ing is > 0.0, and another from Suspended to Acti,ue when the balance-owing is

paid up. These transitions occur for an object automatically whenever the guards

become true. Notice what would happen if the guard conditions were simultaneously

true-an infinite loop would occur between these two states.

State Generalization A state generalization is a relationship between a state,

called lhe superstate, and one or more concurrent subd,i,agrams. Each subdiagram

of the superstate is a refinement of one or more activities of the superstate. Each

subdiagram represents one concurrent activity, or a sequence of activities which are

not concurrent with each other but the sequence, as a whole, is concurrent with other

activities.

Any state in a subdiagram of the superstate is called a substate of the superstate. All
outgoing transitions from the superstate are inherited bv all non-initial substates.

Observe the state diagram of class Journal (Figure 2.4). The states No-Hold; and,

Holds are substates of On-Shelues. Whenever the object is in No-Hold,s or Hold,s, Lhe

object is simulataneously in the state On-Shelues and also in the state In-Ci,rculati,on.

Each superstate such as On-Shelues contains one or more subdiagrams which form

the generalization. Also note that the transition on event Remoued,-From-Ci,rculati,on

leaving the state In-Ci,rculati,on represents a iransition on the same event from anv

substate of In- Ci,rculati,on.
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Initial State An initial state is a state in which an object is placed immediately

upon instantiation, if the diagram is a class subdiagram, or immmediately upon

commencement of an activity, if the diagram is an activity subdiagram.

A subdiagrâm can have one or more initial states; however, in such cases, each initial
state must have a condition which characterizes it uniquely from all other initial
states. An initial state may not have any incoming transitions and has exactly one

outgoing unguarded automatic transition. Consequently, an initial state cannot have

any entry actions and cannot inherit outgoing transitions from a superstate.

In the state diagrams an initial state is represented with a solid black state and

an unguarded automatic transition. The automatic transition must exist but mav

perform a transition action.

Final State A final state is a state in which an object is destroyed (if the diagram

is a class subdiagram) or a state in which an activity ceases (if the diagram is an

activity subdiagram).

If the final state is one class subdiagram of several concurrent subdiagrams, then the

object must be in a final state in each subdiagram before the object is destroyed.

A subdiagram can have one or more final states, however, in such cases each final

state has a distinct incoming transition. A final state does not have any outgoing

transitions. Also, a final state may not inherit outgoing transitions from an ancestor

state. Consequently, a final state cannot be a substate and cannot have any exit

actions.

None of the state diagrams presented yet has final states. Consider a message window

of a graphical user interface as an object. A message window pops up into the
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display area and presents the user with some information. The user then clicks the
((OK" button on the message window and the window is destroyed. A state diagram

modeling the lifespan of a message window would end in a transition on â button

clicked event into a final state, at which point the window is removed from the display

area and destroyed.
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Chapter 3

Formal Specification with Z

Formal methods are inreasingly used in software development environments, mainly

because of their advantages in ensuring correctness and consistency during develop-

ment. As stated in the introduction, we have formally specified most of the important

concepts of object-orientation. The primary purpose here is to provide a formal se-

mantics for notations used in an object-orientated design. By implementing these

formal specifications using a functional language, we integrate the verification pro-

cess with the design process.

We have used the Z formal notation in this thesis. The Z notation is based on set

theory and first-order predicate logic. Specifications in Z can be written both in a
model-based style and an assertional style. in the former style, one develops the

structure of the application using a state space model and specifies operations to

manipulate the state space. In the assertional style, the specifier defines a collection

of abstract data types and specifies operational properties of these data types. While

the model-based style is used for design and implementation purposes, the assertional

style is primarily used for verification. We have chosen the assertional style for this
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thesis.

The following sections in this chapter provide a summary of the Z notation. Interested

readers are referred to 124,26].

Formal specification is a mathematical approach to modeling the structure and be-

haviour of a system. Z, à formal specification language, is based on set theory and

first order predicate calculus and is combined with a powerful structuring notation

that supports induction and inference. As a result, of Z's mathematical nature, a Z

specification of a system is concise, aids the understanding of the system, and allows

reasoning about the behaviour of the system.

Creating a Z specification is similar to creating an object-oriented design. The analysis

stage focuses on identifying the important objects of the system and the relationships

between the objects. The design phase of the system involves using the mathemat-

ical constructs of Z to specify the structure of the objects, their behaviour, and the

relationships between the objects. Since Z follows a "define before use" mod.eling ap-

proach, objects must be defined before being used. The process continues by refining

the specification, making it simpler and more concise.

3.1 Types in Z

In Z, a type is a maximal set. Every value u is actually a member of its type Z.

So, the expressions u : T and u € T are semantically equivalent. In addition to
the built-in types, one could declare basic types for a particular application. A basic

type is primitive for the current level of specification and will be elaborated during

refinement, design or implementation. A basic type is declared as:
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[rape]

Z provides three built-in types: the set of integers Z, lhe set of natural numbers N,

and the set of strictly positive natural numbers N1. The common integer operators

*, -, f ,x are also all predefined. Additionally, Z provides constructor operators to

form more complex types. The power set constructor F, allows us to construct sets

of types,

{0,7,2,3} e F N

Types consisting of ordered tuples can be created using the cross product operator

x,

(-2,L,0) eZ x N1 x N

A sequence can be declared using one of the prefix operators seq,seql (non-empty),

and iseq (injective). See the example below:

lCharl

word : seq, Char

word : (h, e,l,l, o)

All basic types are constructed from the aforementioned concepts. More complex

types can be created using schemas and funct'ions and are discussed in the following

sections.
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3.2 Schemas

A schema, when used for structural abstraction, is similar to a record structure in

Pascal; a schema is a composite type that defines the structure of a composite type.

A schema has three parts: a name, a declarations part, and a predicate part. The

name is global type name representing the composite schema type. The declarations

part defines component variables with names local to the schema. The predicate part

constrains the values the component variables can assume. The following example

specifies a date type, using schema notation:

Month ;- january I february I march I apri.l I ^oA I june

I j"la I august I september I october I nouember I december

Date
day : L..3I
month: Month
year : z

month Ç

{january , rnarch, mag, july , august, october, december} +
day < 30

month: february + day 129

month: february A
(year mod 4 + 0 V year mod 400 : 0) +

day < 28

The double decimals ..

31. Several constraints

conjunction is assumed

due-date : Date

defines a rânge type including all the integers from 1

can be specified in the predicate part of a schema;

between lines. The declaration:

through

a logical
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ensures that all values of due-daúe must satisfy constraints specified in Date. An

individual component of due-date can be referenced using the dot notation as in:

due-date.daU : I

A schema can be used to model an operation on the state. Essentially, an operation

specified by a schema defines the relationship between two states: the state before

the operation is invoked (denoted by,9), and the state after the operation success-

fully terminates (denoted by,9'). The declaration part is used to characterize the

transformation of states. As an example, here is the specification for type Clock, a

12-hour clock, and an operation that adds minutes to a Clock:

Clock
hour:I..12
mi,nute: 0.. 59

second: 0 .. 59

AddMi,nutes
Clock
Clock'
rnins? : N1

((hour * (mins7 mod 60)) mod 12

hour' : 12) A
((hour * (mins7 mod 60)) mod 12 # 0 +

hour' : (hour i (mi,ns? mod 60)) mod 12)

m'inutet : (mi,nute * mi.ns?) mod 60

second' : second

The schema AddMi,nuúes has seven components:

the state of the Clock; hour' , minute' , second'

hour, m'inute, second which represent

which represent the components of
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the state Clock'; and mi,ns? which represents an input variable to the operation.

operations can additionally have output variables decorated with !.

3.3 Relations and Functions

Relationships between data objects can be specified using binary relations and func-

tions. Arbitrarily complex relationships can be modeled by using the basic types,

basic constructors, and schemas in conjunction with relations and functions.

3.3.1 Relations

A relation between two sets A and B (denoted by ,4 <--+ B) is a subset of the Cartesian

product of the two sets A x B. Formally,

| - borrows -: Customer <-+ Boolc

Customer <-> Boolc :: P(Customer x Book)

The domain function dom on a relation X <--+ Y yields the set of all r € X that are

related to some u € Y, such that (r,a) € X <--+ y. Similarly, the range function r¿n

on a relation X <-+ Y yields the set of all A e Y that are related to some r € X,
such that (r, y) € X <--+ Y
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3.3.2 F\rnctions

Functions are relations with special restrictions on domains or ranges. The most

commonly used functions are parti,al functi,ons and total functi,ons.

A partial function X -+> Y is a relation which maps some u

A total function X ---+ }/ is a relation which maps each u

Y.

Y.

CX

€X
to atmost one gr €

to atmost one E €
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Chapter 4

The Formalized Object Modet

The Object Model describes the static structure of a system of objects and the rela-

tionships between these structures. The Object Model notation visually captures the

structure of classes and the static relationships between them, such as generalization,

association, aggregation, as well as instantiation of individual objects. The funda-

mental construct in the Object Model diagram is the class, however, the symbol for

a class is composed of features-attributes and operations. Defining attributes and

operations requires the definition of several primitive elements, namely simple types,

and variables.

This chapter specifies the primitives of an Object Model diagram. The specifica-

tions begin with the abstract structure of values, several simple types found in many

programming languages, and variables. Although variables are very primitive con-

cepts and their properties are well known, their specification here is necessary for the

cohesion of the entire specification.
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4.1, Sirnple Values and Simple Types

A simple type has state and behaviour, and is atomic; the structure of a simple type

cannot be subdivided into more fundamental components. An instance of a simple

type has a value, and operations that can be performed on that value. However, unlike

a class, a value of a simple type, has no identity and cannot be distinguished from

any other instance of the same value. For example, the integer value "5" appearing

in a program at line 211 cannot be distinguished from the same integer value ,,b,,

appearing in line 237. Furthermore, an integer cannot be decomposed into simpler

types.

This section specifies several common simple types that are supported in almost

every design model and programming language, namely, integers, reals, enumerations,

characters, and strings. In a true object-oriented implementation, simple types would

themselves be classes, much like in Smalltatk 123].

In the Object Model, the most primitive of simple types and values that a designer

may use is the integer type. For sake of simplicity, an actual integer value is modeied

as aZ integer type,

IntegerValLte :: Z

Here IntegerValue is defined using the abbreviation notation ::. An abbreviation

creates the global constant on the left with the same type as that of the expression

on the right.

Integer values are instances of an integer type. An integer type has a domain of

values which is a sequence of integer values, ordered from -oo . . .* oo. programming

languages iike Pascal and C predefine constants to indicate the smallest and largest
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integers representable on the host machine architecture. Here mi,nint and marint

represent the smallest and largest machine representable integer values, respectively.

The property defual represents a default value which is assumed by a variable when a

variable is instantiated-the enclosing program block is active-but not yet initialized.

IntegerType
ualues : F IntegerValue
mi,nint, mari,nt : Integ erValue
defual : IntegerValue

mi,ni,nt <0< mari,nt

d,efual :0
V i. : mi,ni,nt .. mari,nt o i, e ualues

Real values are another popular simple type and are defined using a primitive of

Object Z, R . The type R is not predefined in normal Z and, so requires the explicit

definition of all the mathematical and predicate operators for reals. For the purposes

of this specification \ /e can a,ssume that all the mathematical and predicate operators

are defined for reals.

RealValue:: R

A real type is very similar to an integer type except with real values. Mathematically,

the domain of real values is uncountable. On a machine, though, there is a finite and

countable domain of values, which depends on the machine representation and the

minimum and maximum representable values.
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RealType
ualues : F RealValue
m'inreal, mameal : RealValue
defual: RealValue

m'inreal < 0.0 1 rnarreal

defual: 0.0

Y RealValue 
I

0RealValue e ualues o

m,inreal l?RealValue 1 marreal

The last constraint states that if a real is in the domain of values then it must be in the

rânge of mi,nreal . marreal. Note, practical limitations of binary representations for

reals do not necessarily allow all reals in the range mi,nreal. .marreal to be represented.

The domain of values depends on the particular binary representation used by the

machine. This limitation is captured by the last constraint in RealType.

A computer represents characters using a table of integers. Each character has its own

unique integer code in the table, and the codes are determine the collating sequence

of the characters. ASCII is one such code and uses 8-bit integers 0 through 2bb

to represent all the characters and punctuation found using the English alphabet.

Other alphabets, such as Kanji, have over 22,000 characters and require a larger

code. UNICODE is a 16-bit code that supports the largest set of alphabets.

:Nr

:32,768

Here Si,zeCharCode defines the size of the character code implemented by the machine.

CharValue 0 .. SizeCharCode - 7
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CharType
ualues : iseq CharValue
codesi,ze : N1

defual: CharValue

codesi,ze : SizeCharCode

defual :0
Vz : 0 .. codesize - 1 o i, e ualues

Notice a character type does not have a mi,nchar or maxchar component since their

explicit definition would be redundant with the definition of CharValue.

A string is a complex type. Languages like Pascal define a string as a simple type

and define the standard comparison operators to work on strings. On the other

hand, languages, like C, treat strings as arrays of characters and require a function

to support the standard comparison operations.

A string is modeled as a sequence of characters. Note that a string may be an empty

sequence, and characters in the sequence do not have to be distinct.

Stri,ng Value :: seq CharValue

We can compare two string values by the operator lsbinsvatue which is defined next.

- lstuinsvarue - i StringValue <-+ StringValue

V s1, s2 : StringValue o

St lstringva¿u¿ 32 ë
s1fs2A
(-s StringValuel

s prefix s1 A
s prefix s2 o

st(#s+1) < sz(#s+1))
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Informally, the specification for 1s¿r¿nnyo¿u" àsseïts that two strings s1 and s2 must

have a common prefix (possibly empty) s such that the first character after s differs

in both s1 and s2.

A string type is different from other simple types in the sense that a string does not

have a finite domain of values. Any sequence of characters, no matter how long, is a

string. Due to implementation constraints, many languages define a maximum length

forastringtype. Weuseasimilarapproach: adefaultstringlength of 2SScharacters

is used in our object model. Realistically, a designer does not use very long strings

as literal constants on a design diagram.

Stri,ngType
ualues : F Stri,ngValue
marlength : N1

defual: Stri,ngValue

marlength :255

defual: 0
V s : Stri,ngValue I s €. ualues .

ffs < marlength

Another common simple type is enumerat'ior¿. It is modeled as a sequence of identi-

fiers. For the purpose of this specification, it suffices to model an identifier as a basic

type.

IIdenti,fi"er]

EnumValue:: Idenil,rter

The domain for an enumeration type is an injective sequence of identifiers, and default

value for the type is the first value in the sequence.



EnumType
narne : Identi,fier
ualues : iseqEnumValue
defual: EnurnValue

- ((name) in ualues)

defual : head(ualues)

Viq,i,2:I..ffualueso
ù 1 az + ualues('it) 1sb¿nsvor,e ul,lues(i,2)

Note an enumeration has a narne which cannot be in its own domain of values.

Again, we require a comparison operation on enumeration values to specify the type

schema for an enumeration.

- lqnumvatu. -: Enrln'tValue +-+ EnumValue

Y e1, e2 : EnumValue o
eI lqnumva¿¿¿ ê2 ë

(1t : EnumType o

(ei) in t.ualues A
(e2) in t.ualues A
t.ualues- (rr) < t.ualues-(e2))

The boolean type is defined

BooleanType ::: true

two explicit values true and false:with

I false

4.2 Object Values and Class Types

Object values are object instances and the type of an object value is the class from

which it is instantiated. The domain of values for a class type is the set of all valid
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instances of the class. Therefore, in order to proceed with the specification, we must

specify a class and instantiation. However, to specify a class we must first specify an

object value because an attribute of a class can be a class type and can have object

instances as values. To avoid this paradox, \/e define their identifiers first; later we

map these identifiers to their respective structures. The identifiers are defined as

basic types.

lObjectlD., ClassIDl

4"2.L Object Existence and Time

An object has a dynamic existence that begins at the point of instantiation and

remains active until its existence is terminated when the object is destroyed. These

two instants in time represent points in time that are of some significance to the

dynamic behaviour of the system. For the purposes of this thesis it suffices to model

time as a sequence of instants similar to Lovie's styte [15]; each instant posing some

significance to the dynamic behaviour of the system.

Since an instant is primitive in this model of time, it is specified as a basic type.

llnstant)

Time, therefore is a sequence of instants, with the head of the sequence representing

the most recent instant. That is, we are assuming instants in time are added to the

front of the sequence.

T'ime :: íseqlnstant

The dynamic existence of the entire system is modeled as one session. Any instant
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of time that is important to the dynamic behaviour of any object in the system is in

the session.

I Sessi,onTi,me: Ti,me

Two instants in the session can be compared using the after relation:

- after -: Instant <--+ Instant

Y i,1,i,2 : Instant o

fi after i,2 e
z'1 € ran Sessi,onT,i,me A
ia e ran Sessi,onTi,me A
S essi,onTi,me - (A) < S essi,onTi,me - (i.)

A sequenceinZ can be viewed as a mapping of positive numbers to the elements of

the sequence [26]. That is,

seqX -- {s : N-++X I ln : N o doms : 1.. n}

Thus ,9essi'onTi,me is essentially one such function from N to 1nsú¿nt. The inverse of

afunction F: A-+ B is denoted by F- which is afunction by itself F- : B ---+A.

An instant ?1 occurs after another instant a rf and only if ¿1 precedes z2 in the session.

4.2"2 Instantiation

Instantiation is a relationship between an object and the class from which the object

is instantiated. At any instant, an object is an instance of a class and an instance of

all its ancestors. The following relation of Instanti,ation defines the interval between

instants z1 and z2 in which an object is an instant of a class,
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Instanti,uti,on : (ObjectID x Instant x Instant) <-> ClassID

Y o: ObjectID; i,1,i2: Instant; c: ClassID o

Instanti,ation(0, i,1., t2) : c è
i2 after i,1

Some object-oriented design models allow objects to belong to different classes at

different times or even simultaneously. Other object-oriented design models allow

objects to persist after the end of the session. The above specification of instantiation

can support both these design models.

4.3 General Values and Types

To facilitate synonomous specifications, i /e may create a generalized value and a
generalized type. we achieve this using the free type notalion in z.

Valu e : ::,integ eru al ((Int eg er Value))
realual((RealValue))
charual((CharValue)l
strin gu al (( Stri,n g Valu e\
enumual((EnumValue))
objuat((ObjectlD))
ni.I

In essence, Value represents a value of any type listed above.

A general type is similarly specified here.
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Ty p e : : : i,nt eg erty p e ((Int eg er Ty p eÐ

realtype((RealTspe))
chartype((CharType))
str in g ty p e (( S tr in s Ty p e))

enumtype((EnumType))
classtype((ClassID))

Additionally our design model must ensure that a value matches its type. Formally,

type matching is a relation between a value and a type, and a value matches a type

if the value is in the domain of values for that type,

- matches -: Value <-+ Type

Y i, : IntegerType; r : RealType; s : Stri,ngT1pe;
c: CharType; e : EnumType; cls : CIassID;
i,u : IntegerValue; ru : RealValue; su : Stri,ngValue;
cu : CharValue; ea : EnumValue; o: ObjectID o

(i,ntegerual (zu) matches i,ntegertApe(i,) ë i,u € i,.ualues) n
(realual(ru) matches realtype(r) ë ru € r.ualues) A
(enumual(eu) matches enumtype(e) e (eu) in e.ualues) A
(stri.ngual(so) matches stri,ngtype(s) ++ su e s.ualues) A
(charual(cu) matches chartype(c) e cu e c.ualues) A
(objual(o) matches classtype(c/s) <+

(1ir, ø : Instant c Instant'iati,on(o, ù, A) : cls))

Y t: Type o
nil matches ú

Note that an object value matches its class type only if it is an instantiation of that

class. Also, aspecial case occurs with the value r¿zl whereby ni,lis an absence of value,

regardless of type, and thereefore matches any type.
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4.4 Variables

Values and types are primitive concepts in an object-oriented design model. Variables

utilize values and types. A variable can be thought of as a named placeholder which

may assume values of a certain type or references to a value of a type.

ReferenceType ::- ptr I ual

no,n1,e : Identi,fi.er
type: Type
i,nitual: Value
reftApe : ReferenceType

i,ni,tual matches type

The component reftype distinguishes whether the variable is accessed indirectly by

a pointer (ptr) or if it is the actual value (uat). The component i,ni,tual allows an

initial value to be assigned to the variable whenever the variable is instantiated. This

concept differs from the initial value of a type, which is a value that is assumed by

any variable of that type which does not have a default value.

4.5 Attributes

Attributes are data members of a class and are used by a designer to model properties

of an object. In our model, attributes are simply variables that belong to a class.
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Attribute
Vari,abIe
classi,d : ClassID

classtype(classi,d) : tApe + reftype - ptr

An additional constraint restricts recursive aggregation-if an attribute's type is the

same type as the class that it belongs to, then the variable must be a pointer, otherwise

we would have recursive aggregation by value. This is similar to having a recursive

struct in C in which the type of the struct's member cannot be the struct itself. It
can, however, be a pointer to the record because the size of pointer is constant and

known before the complete record is defined.*

4.6 Operations

Operations are functional members of a class and are used by the designer to model

the behaviour of an object. Like functions in a procedural programming language, an

operation can have a parameter list, a local variable declaration and an executable

statement body.

A local variable is

be specified until

operation name.

a

â,

variable defined within an operation. since an operation cannot

local variable is specified, a workaround is modeled using an

*This is an example of a constraint that was determined from limitations of programming
languages.
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Local
Vari,able
opnarne : Identi,fi,er

name f opnanxe

A local variable name cannot be the same name as the operation which declares it.

A parameter is similar to a local variable except that parameters support communi-

cation.

ParameterType ::: i,nput I output I inout

Parameter

The parameter type allows us to determine whether or not an argument is modified

after an operation has completed.

The following functions allow us to extract the names of locals and parameters. Sev-

eral constraints involving names arise when specifying an operation and these two

functions simplify that specification.

names-of -locals : F Local --++ F ldenti,.fier

Vtr: F Local o

names-of -locøls(L) : {/ : Local I I e L o Lname}

nømes-of -parn'ùs : P Parameter -è P Identi,fi,er

VP:FParametero
names-of -parms(P):

ptApe : ParameterTgpe

{p : Parameter I p e P o p.name}
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At this point we need to introduce the concept of an executable statement. An

executable statement is essentially one step or command of a programming language

which delegates the flow ofcontrol according to the values ofvariables and expressions.

For instance an if statement has the general form:

if condi,ti,on then

stmtsl

else

stmts2

The condi,ti,on is any valid boolean

function calls. If cond'iti,on evaluates

otherwise the statem ents stmts2 are

ecutable statements object-oriented

Object Pascal) define are:

expression involving literal values, variables, or

to true, then the statements stmtsl are executed,

executed. Four of the fundamental types of ex-

programming languages (Smalltalk, C++, Java,

. assignment statements - a variable is assigned a value;

conditional statements - a conditional expression determines alternate execu-

tion of a block of statements (eg. if statement);

loop statements - a statement block is repeatedly executed and controlled by

a condition (eg. while, repeat, for);

method invocation statements - statements where execution flow jumps to

a named block of statements, executes those statements, and returns to the

invocation point

Typically at the design level a designer does not specify the method unless necessary
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to clarify the intent of the operation. This specification does not specify the different

types of statements and simply introduces an executable statement as a basic type.

[ErecStmt]

Irrespective of the type of executable statement, a statement typically uses several

variables, either for testing in a condition, manipulation in an assignment, or as

parameters to an invocation. The following two relations model this association.

| - stmt-uses - : Erecstmt +-+ Id,enti,fi,er

- stmts-use -: F ExecStmt <--+P ldent'ifi,er

V.E: F ErecStmt; I :F Identi,fi,er c
E stmts-use 1 <+
(V e : Erecstmt; i, : Identifi,er 

I

C€EAi€I
o e stmt_uses e)

We now model an operation. An operation is composed of a name, a list of parameters,

a return type, and a method. The following schema models an operation:

YesNo ;- yes I no
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Operati,on
nan1,e : Identi,fi,er
classi,d : ClassID
type: Tgpe
parrns : F Parameter
locals : P Local
body : F ErecStmt
i,s-abstract : YesNo

({n am e}, n am e s -o f -p arm s (p ar m s), n am e s -o f -t o cat s (l o c at s)l
partition {name} u names-of -parrns(parms) u names-of -locals(locals)

body stmts-use (names-of -parms(parms) U names_of _tocals(tocats))

i,s-abstract - Aes +
locals:ØAbodg:g

V p : Parameter I p e parms c p.opnarne : narne

Y I : Local I I e locals o l.opname : narme

The constraints of Operat'ion ensure that the operation name, the names of the local

variables, and the names of the parameters are all distinct. Furthermore the method,

if defined, must use all the local variables and parameters. The component ,is-abstract

denotes whether or not the operation is abstract (not defined completely from the

design/implementation point of view).

4.7 Class

A class describes the structure and behaviour of a set of objects. In this specification,

a class is modeled as a schema with attributes and operations. Some constraints on

a class involving names of attributes and operations can be simplified by specifying

two utility functions:
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nanxes-of -ops : P Operati,on -++ F ldenti,fier

VO:FOperat'iono
names-of -ops(O) : {o : Operati,on I o e O . o.nl,rne}

names-of -attrs : F Attri,bute --++ F Identi,.fier

V.4 : F Attri,bute o

names-of -attrs(A) : {a: Attri,bute I a e A. a.name}

The behaviour of a class may be further illustrated by the designer by defining a set of

state diagrams. Since a state diagram is defined later, \4/e use a basic type Di,agramID

to uniquely identify a state diagram:

lDiasramlDl

The class schema follows:
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Class
classi,d : ClassID
naffùe : Identifi,er
attrs : F Attri,bute
ops : P Operati,on
erpattrs : P Attri,bute
erpops : F Operati,on
candi,date-leey : iseq Attri,bute
is-abstract : YesNo
subdi,agrams : P Di,agramID

attrsfØv opslØ
({n am e}, n am e s -o f *attr s ( attr s), n am e s - o f -o p s ( o p s))

partition {name} U names-of -attrs(attrs) U names_of _ops(ops)

i,s-abstract - Aes +
classi.d f ran(Instanti,ati,on) A
(- o : Operati,on I op e ops o o.i,s-abstract : Aes)

erpattrs Ç attrs

erpops Ç ops

Y a : Attri,bute | (a) in candi,date_leey o

a € attrs

V a : Attribute I a € attrs o a.cLassi,d : classid,

Y o: Operati,onl o € ops o o.classi,d: classi,d

A class must define at least one attribute or operation. A class is abstract if it has

at least one abstract operation. A feature can only be exported (inherited by other

classes) if the feature is defined in the class. The component cand,i,date-lceg explicitly

defines a sequence of attributes of the class whose values uniquely distinguish an

object instance of the class from all other object instances of the same class. The

candidate key is not the implicit object identifier.

The names of the features and exported features of a class can easily be determined

from the class by defining the following functions:
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Features : Class -r+ P Identi,fi,er

V c : Class o Feo,tures(r) :
{o: Operati,onl o e. c.ops. o.name}f-l

{a : Attri,bute I a e c.attrs c a.name}

ErportedFeatures : Class --++ F Identi,fi,er

V c: Class o ErportedFeatures(c) :
n am es -o f -o p s ( c. erp o p s) U n am es _o f _attr s (c. erp attr s)

Operations of a class can be categorized as querA operati,ons or as update operations:

QueryOperati,ons : Class --++ F Operati,on

Y c : Class o QueryOperati,ons(c) :
{o: Operati,onl o € c.ops A

(V p : Parameter I p e o.parms o p.ptype : i,nput) o oj

UpdateOperati,ons : Class --++ F Operati,on

V c: Class o UpdateOperati,ons(c) :
{o: Operati,onl o e c.ops A

(1 p : Parameter I p e o.parms o p.ptype t' i,nput) o o)

A query operation is an operation which does not modify any parameters; that is,

all parameters are input parameters only. An update operation modifies at least one

parameter, that is, there exists one parameter which is an output parameter.

Contrary to the name, a deri,ued attri,bute is really an operation with no parameters

but returns a value:
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Deri,uedAttri.butes : Class --++ F Operati,on

V c : Class o Deri,uedAttri.butes(c) :
{o : Operation 

I

o € c.ops A
o.parTns : Ø A
o.typelØlTypelo o\

Though an operation without any parameters may sound useless, a derived attribute

is usually a functional computation of other attributes in the class, hence the name

deri'ued attri'bute [22]. The following global constraint ensures that at least one at-

tribute of the class is used by the body of the derived attribute:

V c : Class; d : Operati.on I Deri,uedAttri,butes(c) : d, o

(3 a : Attri,bute I a.classi,d : c.class,id : d.classid ¡
d.body stmts-use a.name)

4.8 Associations and Roles

Semantically, an association is a relationship where an object of one class interacts

with one or more objects of the same or of different classes. For instance, in our

library system, borrows is an association between a (Jser object and an ltem object,.

The interaction between the objects essentially is an operation of one object working

on a variable of another class type. In the implementation of the design, this occurs

in one of two ways: an operation of one object uses another object as a parameter or

local; or an object uses another object as an attribute (thereby making aggregation

an association). The following relation associ,ates defines a directional relationship

between two classes which interact.
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- assoc¡ates -: Class <--+ Class

V c1, c2 : Class o cr âssociates c2 <+
(1 o : Operati,on o o e e.ops A

(-p : Parameter o

(r

(l

p €. o.parrns A p.type : classtApe(c2.classid)) V
l: Local o

I e o.locals A l.type - classtApe(c2.classid)) v
a : Attri,bute o

a e cl.attrs A a.type - clz,sstApe(c2.classi,d)))

4.8.t Association

Informally, in an object diagram, an Associ,ati,on is a connector linking one or more

classes which have objects. Every class in the association must associate at least

one other class. An association may propagate an operation from one class to an

associated class; when the operation is performed by one object of a class then the

corresponding operation is performed by the other object in the link. A set of candi-

date keys may also be specified. Each candidate key is a sequence of attributes from

the classes participating in the association; a candidate key uniquely distinguishes

any two actual links from each other. An association may also have attributes which

are not properties of any associated class but rather properties of the association.

The following schema models an association, specifying all these characteristics.
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narne : Identi,fi,er
classes : F Class
assocs : iseq( Clo,ss x Class)
propagate-operat,ions : Operat'ion <--+ (Class x CLass)
candi,date-lteys : F(seq Attribute)
attrs : F Vari,able

Y c1, c2 : Class 
I

(("r, 
"ùl in assocs o

c1 associates c2

classes : fi,rst(ran assocs) lJ second(ran assocs)

ffclasses > 2 +
{name} I Øfldentifi,erl A
(l c1 : Class I "t 

e classes o

(Y c2: Class I ,, e classes \ r, .
((rt, 

"r)) 
in ossocs))

Y o : Operati,on; q, c2: Class o
o r) (c1, c2) e propagate-operati,ons è

(("t, rr)) in assocs A
o.nan'Le € names-of -ops(c1.ops) l,
o.naïne € names-of -ops(c2.ops)

U{ck : candi,date-lceys o ran c,k} C

U{c : Class I c e classes . c.attrs}

{a: Attri,bute I a €. attrs o a.nøme}À
U{c, Class I c e classes c Features(c)} :

The first constraint asserts that the classes involved in an association are derived

from the individual interactions between classes. The second constraint states that if
the association has an order greater than two, then the association must be named

and there must exist at least one class which is associated with all the other classes.

The third constraint ensures that a propagated operation exists in both associated

classes. The next constraint restricts all the attributes of the candidate keys to be

atttributes of the classes involved in the association. The final constraint ensures the

name of an association attribute is distinct from the name of any feature of a class
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participating in the association.

An additional constraint of associations is that every association has a unique name.

The following global constraint makes this assertion:

V a7, a2: Associ,ation o

Ay.rLATl,€ : A2.fl,AÌTL€ ë At: A2

One other important point about associations in Rumbaugh's method is that in the

design notation, associations are represented by a simple line without arrow heads.

By using only a simple line there is no way to determine the intended direction of

the association. As we see from the specification of associations, they can, in fact,

be unidirectional or bidirectional" Changing the notation to an arro\v from the client

object (the object requesting the service) to the server object (the object providing the

service) would illustrate the direction of the association that the designer intended.

A bidirectional association could be represented by a double-headed arrowt.

4.8.2 Role

A role is the function or purpose of a class in an association. In an object diagram,

a role is one end of an association connector. A role has a name, a cardinality, an

ordering component, and a qualifier. The cardinality of a role restricts the number of

objects of that class which participate in every link of the association. The ordering

determines whether the objects of the class participating in the link are ordered

along some property. A qualifier is an attribute of the role's class which uniquely

distinguishes the objects of that class simultaneously participating in one link. These

tuiUl, has addressed this notational inadequacy in OMT and allows the designer to place direc-
tional arrows
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properties of roles are defined formally as follows:

Ordering ::: ordered I unordered

Role
rnarne : Identifier
o,ssoc : Associ,at'ion
class : Class
c¿rd: FN
ordering : Orderi,ng
quali,fi,er : Vari,able

class € assoc.classes

orderi,ng -- ordered v {quali,rt,er} + ØlVari,abtel
min(card) > 2

rnanle Ç names-of -attrs (class. attrs)

qualifi,er { qualifi,er} I ØlVariablel +
ffassoc.classes :2 A
(qualifier € assoc.attrs V

(l Class; Attri,bute 
I

0 Class f class A
0Class e assoc.classes A
0 Attri,bute e. attrs o

quali,fi,er : 0 Vari,able))

Note the second constraint states that if an association is ordered or qualified then

there must be at least two objects fulfilling this role in any particular link. The

third constraint states that a role name is not the same as an attribute of the role's

class. The last constraint ensures that a qualifier is an attribute of the class in the

association opposite the role class, or a,n attribute of the association itself.

Several additional constraints exist involving associations and roles. In particular, a

role exists for every class participating in an association; formally:
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V a : Associ,ati,on; c : Class I c e a.classes .
()r : Role o r.class : c A r.assoc : a)

Any two roles of the same association or any two roles for the same class must have

distinct role names. The following global constraint asserts this fact:

V 11, 12 : Role o

(r1.assoc - 12.o,ssoc V rl.class : 12.cll,ss) +
T1.TRa|TL€ f r2.rname

If two objects of the same class interact in a self-association, then there must exist

an association and two distinct roles for the class in that association. Formally, this

constraint is specified as follows:

Y c : Class o c associates c I
(1 a : Associati,on; 11, 12 i Role o

c € a.classes A
TI.ASSOC-T2.ASSOC:AA
rl.class-r2.class:cA
r1.rrùarrl€ f r2.rname)

4.9 Aggregation

Aggregation is a relationship between two classes where the assemål3r class contains

an attribute whose type is another class, called the component class. The part-of

relationship is the association between a component and the assembly. The following

relation models part-of as a relation between a component class and an assembly

class:
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- part-of -: Class <--+ Class

V c1,, c2 : Class o cr pârt-of c2 e
(1 a : Attri,bute I a e c2.attrs o

classtype(c1. classi,d) : a.type)

The following global constraint states that part-of is transitive:

V c1, c2, ca: Class o

q#czAc2+
c1 part-of c2 A

c1 part-of

c¡A
c2 part-of ca +
C3

Recall in the specification of. Attribute that an attribute in a directly recursive âggre-

gation must be referenced by pointer (referenti,al contai,nrnezzú). Since aggregation is

transitive, an additional constraint must be specified to restrict indirectly recursive

aggregation to be referential. The necessary constraint follows:

V a : Attribute; c1, cz : Class e

a.type : classtApe(cl.classid) n
a.classi,d : cz.classi,d A
c1 part-of c2 +

a.reftype : ptr

In a design diagram, ân aggregation is a special type of association linking exactly

two classes: the component class and the assembly class.
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Aggregation
Associ,ati,on
assemblg : Class
component : Class
ag gtype : ReferenceType
propag ate-properti,es : P Attri,bute

assocs : ((component, assembly))

component part-of assembly

propag ate-properti,es Ç ass embly . attrs

Furthermore the role of an assembly in an aggregation association always has a fixed

cardinality of one. This can be specified as follows:

Y Aggregati,on; Role o
0 Associati,on : o,ssoc A
class: assembly +

card: {r}

In the above specification, an unbound instance of Aggregati,on and an unbound in-

stance of RoIe are declared. Any component of an unbound schema is declared as

an unqualified variable within the scope of the declaration. The unqualified variable

assembly is a declared by Aggregation, and the variables c/ass, assoc and card are

declared by Role. The Aggregation schema also contains an unnamed Associat,ion

component which may be referenced by applying á operator to,Associ,ati,on.

An assembly object may also propagate a set of its attributes to its component ob-

jects. In a design diagram, the designer decorates the aggregation with a set of

attribute names which are propagated to the component class. The Aggregation

schema models this set with the variable propagate-properti,es and a corresponding

constraint restricting the properties to be attributes of the assembly. Properties of an

assembly are also propagated to components of components of the assembly. In other
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words properties are propagated across indefinite levels of aggregation. The following

specification captures these semantics:

V at., oa : Aggregati,on; attr : Attri,bute o
a1. I'ssernblAr : oe. cornponent A
attr e a2.propagate_properties è

attr e a1.propo,! ate_properti,es

4.LO Generalization and Inheritance

Generalization is the relationship between a class, the supercløss, and any of its refined

classes, the subclasses. Generalization forms a hierarchy of succesively refined classes.

Inheritance is the mechanism of propagating attributes and operations of a class to

any descendent class along the generalization hierarchy.

4.10.1 Inheritance

Informally a subclass c1 inherits from a superclass c2 if and only if (i) the classes

are distinct, (ii) an exported feature of the superclass c2 is a feature of the subclass

c1, ând (iii) the subclass c1 defines at least one ne\M feature or redefines an exported

feature of the superclass c2. More formally this can be specified as a relation between

the subclass c1 and superclass c2:
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- inherits-from ç¿o* -: Class +-+ Class

inherits-frorfi ç¡os c2 ëV c1, c2 : Class o ct

c1fc2A
ErportedFeatures(c2) C Features(rr) n
ErportedFeatures(c2) f) Features(rr) I ø
(Features(c2) C Features(c) v

((l ot, o2: Operati,on o

o1 e c1.ops A
02 e c2.erpops A
O1.TLl,ffLe : OZ.TLAWù€ A
(o1.parms f o2.parms V

ol.type I o2.type) +
oybody I o2.body)) v

(1au ø: Attri,bute o

a1 € cl.attrs A
oa e cz.attrs A
0,1.rùAITLe - A2.nAnXe

ay.type I a2.type))

V c1, c2, cs: Class o

c1 inherits-from s¿o*
c1 inherits-from

c2 A c2 inherits-froÍî cros, cB è
Ctass C3

The preceding specification asserts inherits-frofiì c¿¿ss is a transitive relation.

V c1, c2: Class c
c1 inherits-frorr 6r¿¿55 c2 ë - c2 inherits_from ¿¿or" c1

Inheritance is not symmetric. Consequently if a subclass inherits from a superclass

then we say the type of a subclass is a kind-of superclass. In programming languages

such as C++ and Java 111], a variable of a superclass type may âssume the value of a

subclass type-the variable behaves as a generic placeholder for any of object whose

class is a descendent of the variable's type.
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- kind-of rype - i

V fi,t2: Type o t1
fi: t2Y
(1c1, c2 : Class c

classtype(c1.classi,d) : tt A
classtype(c2.classi,d) : t2 A
c1 inherits-from s¡.'s c2)

An interesting note is that an association is an interaction between objects in which

an operation of one object uses an object variable in the body of the method. Conse-

quently if the variable is an object of a superclass type, then the variable may assume

an object value of a subclass type. Hence, an association involving a superclass is

inherited by the subclass. The following specification illustrates inheritance of an

association:

V sub, sup : Class o suå inherits-from crass sup è
(1c : Class I c associates szp o

c associates suå) n
(1c : Class I szp associates c o

szå associates c)

 .LO.2 Overriding Features

A subclass inheriting by extension defines at least one completely new feature. In-

heritance by refinement is achieved by overriding an inherited feature by redefining

types to more refined types or the initial value. An operation may refine the type of

a parameter, local, or return type, whereas an attribute can simply refine its type.

To simplify the specification of overriding an operation, a relation for overriding a

parameter is defined:

Tgpe +-+ Type

kind-of rype tz ë
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- overrides parameter -: Paranxeter <-+ Parameter

V h, pz : Parameter . pt overrides pararneter pz ë
(-sub,sup: Class; o: Operati,onl

suå inherits-from ç¿aes sup A
o.nan'te e names-of -ops(sub.ops) n
o.narne € names-of -ops(sup.erpops) n
pr e o.po,rms A p2 € o.parms o

pl.narne : p2.nanùe A
(pr.typ" kind_of np" pz.tApe V

p f . i,ni,tu al t' p2. i,ni.tu al))

The following specificâtion states

rameter, Iocal, or return type:

An attribute may be overridden by

the following relation:

that an operation may override the type of a pa-

- overrides operation -: Operati,on <--+ Operati,on

V o1, o2 : Operati,on o o1 overrid es go¿ra¿¿6n o2 ë
(1 sub, sup : Class o

o1 e sub.ops A
02 € sup.erpops A
O1JLATfl,ê : OZ.ILAITL? A
(o1.type kind-of rspe oz.tlpe V

(111,pz: Parameter 
I

Pt € ot.parms A
p2 Ç. o2.parms A
p1 overrides parameter pz) V

ol.body * oz.boda))

refining the type or initial value, as specified in
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- overrides Aftribute -: Attri,bute <--+ Attri,bute

Y at, o¿: Attribute o ûr overridês a¿¿r¿61r¿¿ tu2 ë
(1sub,sup: Class o

a1 e sub.attrs A
oe e sup.erpattrs A
AI.TLAITù? - I2.nAme A
(a1.type kind-of rape oa.tUpe

a¡. ini,tu al I o2.initu aI))

4.LO.3 Generalization

A generalization in a design diagram is also aconnector between one superclass and

one or more subclasses. A generalizaLion is typically along some dimension or prop-

erty and all subclasses which are refinements along that property are considered as

participants in that one generalization. Additionally, a generalization can be d,isjoi,nt

or ouerlapping 1221. A disjoint generalization means an object is a member of only

one of the subclasses in the generalization. An overlapping generalization allows an

object to be a member of one or more of the subclasses simultaneously. The following

schema models generalization.

Membersh,ip ::: di,sjoi.nt I ouerlap

General'izati,on
property : Identifi,er
superclass: Class
subclasses : F Class
membershi,p : M embersh,ip

V c: Classl ce subclasses. c inherits-from 6r¿o* superclass

Two generalizations involving the same superclass and disjoint sets of subclasses must

be generalizations along a different property:
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V G enerali,zati,onl; G enerali,zati, or4 o

superclassl : superclass2 A
subclassesll) subclassesz: Ø +

propertyl f property2

When a subclass multiply inherits from two distinct superclasses, the exported fea-

tures of the superclasses must be disjoint, and the two superclasses cannot both be

subclasses of the same disjoint generalization. Formally:

V sub, sup1, sup2 : Class o

suh * sup2 A
szó inherits-from ç¿o* supl A
szó inherits-from chss sup2 è

ErportedFeatures (sup) n ErportedFeatures (sup2) : Ø A
- (l g : Generali,zati,on I supl e g.subclasses A

sup2 € g.subclasses . g.rnernbership : di,sjoi,nt)

A leaf class is a concrete class which has no subclasses:

Leaf s¿or, -: P Class

V c1: Class o

Leaf ç¡o* c1ë
(- (= c2 : Class o c2 inherits_from c¿ass ct) A
c.'is-abstract : no)

Any abstract class must have a non-abstract descendent which overrides all the in-

herited abstract operations:

V sub,sup : Class c
szó inherits_from ç¡os, sup A
sup.i,s-abstract : yes A
sub.is-abstract : no +

(V oi : sup.ops I o1.i,s-abs[yqç[ : les o

(- o2: sub.ops o oz overrides ço"ro¿¿6n o1))
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4.LL Applications and Modules

A module is a named collection of classes which are related by associations, aggrega-

tions, and/or generalizations.

no,rne : Identi,fier
classes : F Class
associat'ions : F Associ,ati,on
aggregati,ons : F Aggregation
generali,zat'ions : F G eneralizati,on

classes : U{, : Association I as e associ,at,ions o

as. classesll)
U{og : Aggregati,on I ag e aggregat'ions o

ag.classeslU

U{g, Generali,zation I g € generali.zations o

g . subclasses U g. superclass\

Two modules are externally bound if both modules contain the same class:

- externally-bound -: Mod,ule <--+ Module

V mt,mq: Module o

zn1 externally-bound mz ë
(1 c : Class o c € mt.classes A c € m2.classes)

An application is a named collection of modules and a root class. The root class is

one class from one of the modules which is designated as the root class. The root

class is essentially the highest level of object which controls the general behaviour of

the entire application.
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Appli,cati,on
no,rne : Identi,fi,er
rnodules : F Module
rootclass: Class

rootclass e l){Module o classes}

V m1: Module 
I

m1 € modules o

|Tt1.TùArTùê f name A
(1*, : Module 

I

m2 e modules A
m2fm1o

rTt2.Tùo,rrùe f ml.name A
?7?1 externally-bound + rn2)

The final constraint of the Appli,cati,on schema states that every module in the ap-

plication cannot have the same name as the application. Also, any two modules in

the application have distinct names and must be either directiy or indirectly bound

to one another.
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Chapter 5

Formalization of the l)ynamic

Object Model

The Dynamic Object Model is used to capture the dynamic aspects of objects in an

application. A State Di,agram documents the dynamic model of an application. A

state diagram is a graphical notation based on finite state machines, which illustrates

an objects's control, timing and sequencing of operations, as well as its interaction

with other objects in the system. The principle constructs in a state diagram are

events, states, and transitions.

5.1 Event Class

An event is any instantaneous occurrence or signal that is significant to the behaviour

of the entire system being modeled. Events which exhibit similar structure and control

behaviour are collectively described by an event class. An event class has a name,

which serves to uniquely identify the type of event, as well as attributes which act as



parameters, and whose value is determined by

Eu entAttri,bute :: Vari,able

the exact event instance.

EuentClass
no,n'ì,e : Identi,fi,er
attri,butes : F EuentAttribute
subdi.agram : Di,agramID

V ea : EuentAttri,bute I ea e attri,butes o ea.nan'te t' name

There is one restriction imposed on an event class; event attributes cannot have

same name as the event class to which they belong.

5.2 Event Generalization

Event classes can be organized into an event generalization hierarchy; one superevent

is a generalization of one or more subevents. A subevent inherits all the attributes of

its superevent. The relationship between subevent and superevent is specified by:

- inherits-from Bo"n¿ç¿¿ss - r EuentClass <--+ EuentClass

Y c1, c2 : EuentClass o cl inherits-frotn B¿¿n¿ç¡oss c2 ë
c1fc2A
c2. attri,butes C c1. attri,butes

Similar to class inheritance, event inheritance is transitive but not symmetric:

V c1, c2, ca : EuentClass o

c1 inherits-from Br"n¡çtass c2 A c2 inherits-from EuentClass cB è
c1 inherits-from Bo"n¿ç¿ass cJ

the
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V c1, c2 : EuentClass o

c1 inherits-from Br"r¿ç¿o* c2 è
- (c2 inherits-from Euentctass ct)

On the state diagram, an event generalization connects a superevent event class to

one or more subevent event classes. Every subevent inherits from the superevent.

Formally this is stated as:

Eu ent G en erali, z ati, o n
supereuent : EuentClass
subeuents : P EuentClass

V sub: EuentClass I sub € subeuents o

szö inherits-from Euentctass supereuent

Every actual event is a direct instance of a leaf event class and indirectly an event

instance of any ancestor event class. A leaf event is an event class which is not a

superevent in any event generalization.

Leaf Bo"n¿s¿¿ss -i F EuentClass

V c1 : EuentClass o

Leaf gu"n¡g¿os' c1 (*
(- (l c2: EuentClz,ss o c2 inherits-from n,entcto* ct))

Another important relationship between events occurs when one event class is a de-

scendent of another event class. tansitions and internal actions fire when a direct

or indirect instance of an event of a specified event class occurs. An event class ,4 is

a ki,nd-of event ciass B if and only if A : B or ..4, inherits from B.
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- kind-of EaentClass - i EuentClass + EuentClass

e1 kind-of Bu"n¡ç¿or, ê2 ëV e1, e2 : EuentClass o

€1: e2Y
e1 inherits-from Bu"n¿g¡øss ê2

The above two free type declarations represent

of an event. The following schema SendUuent

and dispatches an event to a target.

the source of an event and the target

represents an action which generates

SendÛuent
euent-class : EuentClass
target: EuentTarget

Thus an Acti,on is either an operation or sends an event*

Acti,on ::: seKsendEuent)) | op((Operation))

*An actual event is generated during the execution of the program. Since a design does not
execute, we do not define an event instance.

5.3 Actions

Conceptually an action is an instantaneous operation or the creation and dispatch of

an instanta,neous event. If an action generates a new event, then the event may be

directed to all objects in the application or to a particular class of objects. An event

is created either by an object of some class or by an external source.

E u ent S o urce : : : cI a s s -s o urce (( C I as s I D)) | ert ern al _s o urce

Eu entTarg et :: : clas s -targ et (( Clas sI DÐ | glob al -t arg et
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5.3. 1 InternalActions

An internal action is an action performed by an object in a state in response to an

event. Unlike a transition (to be discussed shortly), an internal action does not cause

a state change. A state is modeled later so we must associate an internal action to a

state via a state identifier. StateID is introduced as a basic Z type:

[StateID)

In the dynamic model, an internal action may perform one or more actions in response

to an event. This is not supported by oMT [22]; however UML [2] does. The

set of actions is modeled as â sequence in case all the actions are not concurrent.

Additionally, an internal action may respond only to events sent from a particular

class. The schema for InternalAct,ion follows:

InternalActi,on
state: StateID
class : Class
euent-class : EuentClass
actions : seqActi,on
recei,u e-frorn-s ource : Eu entS ource

V o : Operation | (op(o)) in acti,ons o

o.classi,d : class.clasgid

- (3 e : SendEuent | (se(e)) in acti,ons o

e. euent-cl¿ss kind-of Eaentcrøss euent_class)

Any actions which are operations must

actiont. Also, since an internal action

be of the same class as the class of the internal

does not change state, an internal action may

fThe class of an internal action is redundant information; every state belongs to a state diagram
which in turn is a diagram documenting the dynamics of some class. Propagating the class to the
lower level elements simplifies the constraints on the higher level elements.
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not send an event of the same type to which it just responded, otherwise an infinite

loop occurs.

5.4 Activities

An activity is an operation performed by an object in a state. An activity typically

takes some time to execute and may be interrupted by an event. The activity may

execute continuously and may not terminate by itself (eg. refresh screen).

Acti,ui,tyType ::: seqlrenti,al I continuous

Activities can also be further decomposed and described by a subdiagram.

Acti,uity
operati,on : Operati,on
state: StateID
class : Class
durati,on : Acti,uity Type
subdi,agram : DiagramlD

class. classi,d : operati,on. clas sid

The class of the operation in an activity schema must be the same as the class of the

activitY I.

lThe class of an activity is redundant information; every state belongs to a state diagram which
in turn is a diagram documenting the dynamic behaviour of some class. Propagating the class to
the lower level elements simplifies the constraints on the higher level elements.
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5.5 States

Semantically, the state of an object is the set of values for the object's attributes.

Usually a state can be characterized by a condition involving the object's attributes.

Actions in a state may be performed when a state is entered or exited. While an

object remains in a state, it may perform activities or respond to events; these may

cause a transition to another state or an internal action.

A state may be further described by a set of concurrent subdiagrams. There are two

special types of states: an initial state and a final state. The following schema models

a state in a state diagram:
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State
si,d : StateID
class : Class
di,agram: DiagramID
nan1,e : Identi,fi,er
condi,ti,on : C ondi,ti,on
entry-actions : seq Acti,on
eri,t-acti,ons : seq Acti,on
acti,ui,ties : seq Acti,ui,ty
i,nt ern al -a cti, o n s : seq Int ern al A cti, o n
i,s-i,ni,ti,al : YesNo
i,s-fi,nal: YesNo
subdiagrams : P DiagramlD

di,agram € class.subdiagrams A di,agram Ç subdi,agrams

Vo:Operati,ono
(op(o)) in

entry-acti,ons ^ eri,t-acti,ons +
o.classi,d : class. classi,d

Va:Acti,aityo
(ø) in acti,uities +

a.class : class

V i,a : InternalAction o

(i.a) in i,nternal-acti,ons )
i,a.class : class

i,s-i,ni,ti,al: Aes è entry-acti,ons: ()

i,s-final - Aes +
erit_acti,ons : 0 A
actiui,ti.es: 0 A
internal_actions : 0

The variable di,agram represents the state diagram containing this state. The c/ass

of the state is the same class to which the state's di,agram belongs. The diagram

containing this state cannot be a subdiagram of this state. The next three constraints

assert that any entry or exit operation action, activity, or internal action is from the

same class as the state. Finally, an initial state does not have entry actions, and a
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final state cannot have exit actions, internal actions, or activities.

5.6 Transitions

In the dynamic model, a transition denotes a change in the object's state. In the

state diagrâm, a transition is a directed arrow linking a source state to a target state.

A transition belongs to a state diagram which directly or indirectly belongs to a class.

A transition may occur on a global event, on an event sent from another object, or

automatically. A guard is a condition which must be met before a transition may

fire. A transition may transcend across levels of nested states. When a transition

fires it performs a particular sequence of actions. If a transition causes an object to

leave its source state, its exit actions are performed; when leaving nested states, exit

actions are performed from the source outward. First, the actions of the transition

are performed, followed by the entry actions for the states from the outermost state

inward to the target.
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Transiti,on
di,agram: Di,agramlD
class : Class
euent-class : EuentClass
source: State
target: State
recei,u e-frorn -s o urce : Eu ent S o urce
guard: Conditi,on
acti,ons : seq Act'ion
erits : iseqState
enters : iseqState
actio ns -when-fi,red : seq Acti,on

V o : Operati,on | (op(o)) in act'ions o

o.classi,d : class. classi,d

source. class : target. class : class

Vs1, s2 : State 
I

(sr, sz) in eri,ts o

s1. eri,t-act'ions^
s2. eri,t -a cti, o n s in a cti, o n s _wh en _fired

V s1, s2 : State 
I

(sr, sz) in enters o

q.entrA-act'ions^
s2. entrA -a cti, o ns in a cti, o n s _wh en _fi"red

(l a st ( erit s)) . eri,t - a cti, o n s ^
actions^
(h ea d ( ent er s)) . entry -a cti o ns in

acti,ons-when*f,red

(- (source.conditi,on þ guard)) n
(- (target.condi,ti,on þ guard)) n
((source.condi,ti,on + guard) +

{t. eu ent -ctass} I ØlÛu entClass])

Informally, the constraints assert that the source class and the target class must be

the same as that of the class of the transition. The next few constraints specify the

order in which actions are performed when a transition fires. It is also asserted that

a guard does not contradict the source state condition or the target state condition.
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Furthermore, the source condition and guard cannot always be true.

Several global constraints exist which limit the way in which the types of transitions

can exit a state. Firstly, a state may not have two outgoing transitions that fire on

the same kind of event. Secondly, a state may not have two automatic transitions in

which the guards are always true.

Y State; Transi,ti,onl; Transi,ti,on2 o

9state: sortTCeT: souTCeZ A
({euent-classl) I ØlUuentClass] I {euent-class2} +

(- euent-cløss1 kind-of Euentcrass euent-clasrr)) A

- (1i,a : InternalActi,on 
I

(i.al in internal-act'ions o
i,a. euent-class kind-of Euentctass euent-classl V
'ia. eu ent -cl¿ss ki nd -of Euentctass eu ent -cl ass2) land

({euent-cløss1} : ØlUuentCløss] : {euent-class2} +
- (guard4 e guarde))

Lastly, a state with an automatic transition must perform an activity but not a
continuous activity, an entry action, or an exit action. In addition, if the state has

an unguarded automatic transition, then the state cannot have any other outgoing

transitions. A state with an outgoing automatic transition cannot have an internal

action.

V State; Transi,t'i,on1 o

0State: sourcêt A

{euent-classl} : ØfUuentCloss] +
((- Acti,uity 

I

(0Acti,ui,ty) in acti,ui,ti,es o

durati,on f continuozs) v
entry-acti,ons ^ eri,t-acti,ons I 0)) A

(guard : ØlCondi,ti,onl +
- (- Transi,ti,on2 o ?State : source2)) A

i,nt ernal -acti,ons 
: ()
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5"7 State Diagrams

A state diagram is a collection of states and transitions. A state diagram may also

have concurrent subdiagrams.

StateDiagram
di.agram: Di,agramID
class : Class
states : F State
i,ni,ti,al-states : F State

fi,nal-states : F State
transi,ti,ons : F Transiti,on
subdiøgrams : F Di,agramlD

V s: State o s € states ë
s.di,agram: di,agram

V t : Transi,ti,on o t e trans,iti,ons ë
t.di,agram: diagram

i,ni,ti, al -states C states

Y State o 0 State e. ini,ti,al-states e
i,s-i,ni,ti,al - Aes

fi,nal-states C states

Y State o 0 State e fi,nal-states ë
i's-fi,nal : yes

diagram f subdi,agrams

subdi,agrams : Ø ë
transitions + Ø A states + Ø A

subdi,agramsneqØ e
transi,ti,ons : Ø A states : Ø A

Any state or transition in a state diagram must correspond to the state diagram.

The constraints in the schema f.or StateDiagram assert some restrictions on the initial

states and final states. The final constraint declares a state diagram to contain either
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a set of concurrent subdiagrams or states and transtions, but not both. The reasoning

behind this is that a transition cannot span concurrent state diagrams; otherwise the

diagrams would not be concurrent.

Notice a state diagram may have a subdiagram. If so, then there must exist another

state diagram with a matching diagram id. Formally that is:

Y StateDi,agran'L; D,iagramID o 0Di,agramlD e subd,iagrams è
(1 St at eD i,a! r0,rn1 o 0 d,i,agram : 0 D i, agraml D)

At this point we can determine whether one state is reachable from another state via

a direct transition or indirectly via some sequence of transitions. This simplifies the

specification of several global constraints involving a state diagram. The relation is

modeled here:

- reachable-from -: State <-+ State

V si, s2 : State o

s1 reachable-from s2 <+
(1t : Transi,ti,on o t.source : sz A

t.target: s1)

52,3s z State .
s1 reachable-from s2 A s2 reachable-from s3 +

s1 reachable-from s3

Now we can specify that if a state diagram does not have an initial state, then there

exists a transition which enters the subdiagram, either by entering the target state or a

nested substate, and all states are reachable from the entered state. The specification

asserting these constraints follows:
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V StateDiagranx .
i,niti,al-states : Ø e

(- Transi,ti,on; State 
I

9State € states A
(?State) in enters o

(V Statel 
l

0 Statel e states \ 0 State .
0 Statel reachable-from 0 State))

5.8 State Generalization and Inheritance

Unlike class or event generalizations, a state generalization does not form a visual

hierarchical tree structure. A state generalization is a nesting of state diagrams

as subdiagrams of a general state. A, superstate can be refined using one or more

concurrent subdiagrams. Every state in a subdiagram of the superstate is called a

substate. AII non-initial and non-final substates inherit all outgoing transitions and

internal actions of the superstate. The following relation models state inheritance:
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- inherits-f(oÍt s¿a¿¿ - : State <-+ State

V sub, sup : State o

suð inherits-from s¿o¿" sup ë
s1fs2A
(l sd : StateDi,agram o

sd.di,agram €. sup.subdi,agrams A sub e sd.states)
(V t1 : Transi,ti,on | fi.source : s'u,p .

(1t, , Transi.ti,on o

fu.target : t2.target A

fi.euent-class : h.euent-cløss A

fi.acti,ons - t2.acti,ons A

fi.luz,rd, : t'2.guard, A
t2.source: szb)) A

(V ia1: InternalActi,on 
I

(iø1) in sup.internal-act'ions o

(= ¡ø : InternalActi,on o

(i.a2) in sub.i,nternal-actions A
'ia1. eu ent-class : i,on2. euent -class A
'ia1. acti,ons :'ioa. actions A
'i a1. r e c e'iu e -fr o m - s o urce : i, on2. r ecei,u e -f r o m -s o ur ce))

Vs1,s2, q i State. s, t s2 f 4 A
s1 inherits-from s¿o¡" s2 A s2 inherits-froît state ss )

s1 inherits-from g¿o¿" ss

The last global constraint declares that state inheritance is transitive.

The ki,nd-of relationship works for states as well:

- kind-ofstute- i State <--+ State

V s1, s2 : State o s1 kind-ofs¿¿¡e s2 ë
s1 --s2V
s1 inherits-froît g¿o¿" s2

Some additional utility

fications.

to help simplify the remaining speci-relations can be defined
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- has-superstate -: State <--+ State

- has-substate - : State <--+ State

- sibling-states - : State <-> State

- activity-substate -: Acti,ui,ty <--+ State

- state-subactivity - : State <-> Acti,uity

V s1, s2 : State o

s1 has-superstate s2 (t
s1 inherits-frofit 9¿6¿¿ s2

Vs1, s2 : State.
s1 has-substate s2 €)

s2 inherits-froît s¿a¡¿ s1

V s1, s2 : State o

s1 sibling-states s2 {à
s1. di,agram : sz. di,agram

V a : Actiui,ty; s : State o

a activity-substate s <+

(l s2 : State I s kind-ofstute s2 o

a. subdi,agrarn : sz. d,'iagram)

Va:Actiuity;s:Stateo
s state-subactivity a <+

(ø) in s.acti,ui.ti,es

Activities may have subdiagrams with states that have subdiagrams and so on. It is
important to distinguish whether a state is a kind-of activity state, or whether it is

a kind-of object state. This distinction becomes particularly important when a final

state is entered; entering a final substate of some activity terminates the activity, but

entering a final substate of an object state destroys the object.

A one-shoú state diagram is a state diagram that has at least one initial state and at

least one final state.
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is-one-shot - : F StateDi,agram

V sd : StateDiagrarn o is-one-shot sd e
sd.fi,nal-states I Ø A
sd.i,ni,ti,al-states f Ø

A continuous activity cannot have a one-shot subdiagram; if a sequential activity has

a subdiagram, then the subdiagram must be a one-shot subdiagram. The following

specification captures these constraints:

V Actiui,ty; StateDi,agram 
I

{subdi.agrarns} + ØlDi,agramlDl A
di,agram € subdi,agrams e

duration : cont'inuous + - is_one_shot ?StateDi,agram A
durati,on : s equent'iøl =+ is-one-shot 0 StateD i,ag ram
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Chapter 6

Implementation of the Verifier

This chapter discusses the implementation of the verifier. In particular, this chapter

provides an overview of knowledge-based systems and CLIPS, as well as a detailed

design of the verifier implementing the specifications of the static and dynamic models

defined in the previous chapter. Additional verification strategies have been imple-

mented to extend the usefulness of the tool for dynamic run-time verification of the

design which are also discussed in this chapter as well.

CLPS is a knowledge-based systems that supports a declarative programming ap-

proach - the problem is stated and the system will determine the algorithm to find a

solution. Furthermore, rules of knowledge-based systems are based on predicate logic,

and facts (knowledge about concepts) may be structured 121]. These general prop-

erties of knowledge-based systems are similar to the assertive nature of Z constructs

and predicate-logic based constraints [26].
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6.1 Overview of Knowledge-based Systems

The verification knowledge-base was implemented using CLIPS, an expert system

development tool developed by NASA [5]. CLIPS is a rule-based system that uses

a LISP influenced language. The three basic components of a rule-based system are

the facts li,st, the rule base, and the i,nference engi,ne. The knowledge of an expert is

captured by static facts in the facts list and rules in the rule base to solve some class

of problems. Expert decision making, or verification, is achieved by first asserting the

facts that characterize the particular instance of the problem to the facts list. Then

the inference engine applies a control strategy to reason or infer new facts from the

existing facts and the rules in the rule base.

Facts Facts are simply statements which are true about the problem domain. A

fact consists of a symbol and one or more values which describe the symbol. Consider

the natural language statement:

John borrowed the book, "The Dilbert Principle" by Scott Adams

This could be translated into the following fact, using CLIPS syntax:

(Borrowed John "The Dilbert Principle,, Scott Adams)

Facts are static (a fact for all instances of the problem) or dynamic (a fact for the cur-

rent instance of the problem). For example, in the Smalltalk language, even primitive

data types are objects, so a static fact could be a description a generic object class.

The description of the generic object class does not change from design to design. On
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the other hand, a dynamic fact could be the description of a class which exists in a

particular design, or some new conclusion which was made by the verifier based on

rules and other facts (static or dynamic) already asserted in the facts list.

Rules Rules represent constraints between symbols and values. The general form

of a rule is:

IF condition THEN acti,on

where condi,ti,on is a boolean expression of symbols and acti,on is some operation

which is performed if the condition evaluates to true. Some likely operations are

asserting a netry fact to the facts list, retracting (removing) a fact from the facts list,

or displaying a message. In CLIPS, a rule has the general form:

(defrule (rul-e-name)
t t comment' t

(condition)
=)

(action))

The condition of a rule is commonly known as the left-hand side (LHS) of a rule;

conversely, the action part of the rule is the ri,ght-hand si,de (RHS). Consider the

following natural language rule in an animal identification system:

IF user borrowed book and book is 7 days past due THEN suspend user

Using CLIPS syntax the above rule may be represented by:
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(defrule suspend-user
' 'If the user is borrowing a book and today is 7 days

past the due date, then suspend the user,,
(borrowing ?usr ?book)
(boot ?book ?due-date)
(test (> today (+ 7 ?due-date) ) )

=)
(assert (suspend-user ?usr) ) )

The symbols ?usr, ?book and ?due-date are unbound variables. The CLIPS inference

engine attempts to find a value for ?usr which will make the condition true. If the

three facts are all true for any binding of ?usr, ?book and ?due-date, then the fact

(suspend-user ?usr) is asserted and added to the facts list*.

6.1.1 Knowledge Representations

A knowledge representation is a method of organizing and representing the facts and

rules in a knowledge-based system. CLIPS supports three knowledge representations:

ordered facts - tuples or relations; structured facts - frames or templates; and ob-

jects - object-oriented representation. The knowledge representation for the verifier

makes use of ordered facts and frames only. CLIPS' object-oriented representation

is based on its own interpretation of object-orientation which may interfere with the

interpretation recognized by this thesis.

Ordered Facts Ordered facts are basically tuples or relations with the generai

form:

*Notice CLIPS assumes a logical conjunction between the facts in the condition part of the rule.
A logical disjunction is achieved using the or function explicitlv
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(fact-name fieldl field2 fie]d3 fieldn)

The first symbol is the fact name and the remaining symbols are fieìds or place holders

for attributes of the fact. As an example, the ordered fact:

(has-hoId John TheDilbertPrinciple)

could represent the natural language fact that John has placed a hold the book titled

The Di,lbert Princi,ple.

A rule may use an ordered fact in its LHS as follows:

(defrule computer-geek-dilbert-reader
"Readers of Dilbert are computer geeks,,
(or (has-hold ?usr TheDilbertPrinciple)

(borrowing ?usr TheDilbertPrinciple) )
=)

(assert (computer-geek ?usr)))

Of course, the above rule only identifies computer geeks that currently has a hold or

is currently borrowing The Dilbert Pri,nci,ple. Ordered facts appearing in the LHS of

a rule must have a bound value (e.g. TheDilbertPrinciple), an unbound variable (e.g.

?usr), or a field place holder (..g. ? or $?). This timitation of ordered facts makes

them impractical for representing facts with a large number of fields.
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Structured Facts A structured fact is basically a named fact with named fields,

or slots. A structured fact is commonly known to knowledge engineers as a frame,

or template in CLIPS. Each field in a structured fact is named and may have several

implicitly enforced properties defined for it, such as a type, a default value, or a fixed

list of possible values. For example, to represent any type of book in a library, w€

may want to define the following template:

(deftemplate book
(slot cal-lno

(type SYMB0L)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot title
(type SYMBOL)
(defautt ?N0NE) )

(multislot authors)
(slot publisher

(type SYMBOL)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot pages
(type INTEGER)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot year
(type INTEGER)))

It is important to note that type is a built-in type of CLIPS; a user defined type

cannot be used as a type for a slot of a structured fact. The template may be used

in the LHS of a rule and reference only the slots necessary to capture the constraints

of the rule. Using the above template, a possible rule that defines an antique book:

(defrule antique-book
"A book that was published before the year 1900 is an
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afltique"
(book (callno ?cno) (titte Zt:.tte) (year ?yr) )
(test (< ?yr 1900) )

(assert (antique-book (callno ?cno) (titte ?title) ) ) )

6.L.2 Inferencing

A knowledge-based system is designed to solve a certain type of problem, in this case

the verification ofan object-oriented design. Every instance ofa problem generally has

an initial state (represented by initiat facts) and a goal state (a solution represented

by facts). A search may proceed in the forward direction (from initial state to goal

state) or in a backward direction (from goal state to initial state). Forward searches

are usually used when the number of initial states exceeds the number of possible goal

states. In verification of designs, the initial state is actually the facts which describe

a design and the goal state is actually finding an error condition in the design. From

software designers' experience a forward-chaining search strategy seems to be well

suited to verification of designs.

Inference Engine The inference engine is the component of the knowledge-base

which actually performs the searching. The inference engine performs two functions:

matching rules and firing rules. Matching involves deciding which rules should be

tested, and firing a rule involves execution of the action part of any rule with a

satisfied condition.

Match Matching is the process of identifying and scheduling rules for activation.

The matching algorithm implemented by the CLIPS inference engine is known as the

=)
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Rete matching algorithm. The Rete algorithm implements a forward-chaining search

strategy. More on the Rete algorithm can be found in [10].

According to CLIPS' implementation of the Rete algorithm, every fact is a pattern

of symbols. Every individual fact appearing in the LHS of a rule is also a pattern of.

symbols and a pattern network is constructed for the rules. Any rule which completely

matches its LHS pattern to the patterns in the facts list are activated and placed on

an agenda. Rules on the agenda maintain a list of facts which activated them. A rule

may appear on the agenda many times, but only once for a given set of matching

facts. The inference engine then fires the rules on the agenda according to some

priority determined by the conflict resolution strategy or by salience.

When several rules are matched and are competing on the agenda, a conflict resolution

strategy resolves which rule to invoke next. CLIPS supports several strategies includ-

ing depth-first, breadth-first, complexity, simplicity and random. For a description of

these strategies, refer to [5].

Salience CLIPS allows the user to specify a priority value or salience for a rule

from -10,000 to +10,000. Manipulating the salience of a rule can be very useful.

For example, in the first prototype of the on-line verifier, there are two general types

of rules:

o accepting rules - rules that accept a temporary design element and create a

genuine element (ie. the make-desi,gn-element rules);

o rejecting rules - rules that reject the temporary element because it would form

an inconsistency in the design.
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The matching algorithm may match rules of both types and place them on the agenda.

At this point the default conflict resolution strategy might not correctly discern which

rule should be scheduled ahead of the other in the agenda. As an example, consider

the following assertion and rules of opposing types in the first prototype:

(c1ass Ernployee)

(defrule make-class
?nc (- (new-cLass ?name)

(assert (c1ass ?name))
(retract ?nc))

(defrute no-duplicate-c1ass
?nc (- (new-class ?name)
(class ?name)

=)
(printout t "The class " ?name " already exists.")
(retract Znc) )

The first rule asserts a genuine class. The second rule checks whether the class being

added already exists. If (ner+-class Employee) is newly asserted, both rules will be

added to the agenda because binding the variable ?name to Employee will activate

rnalce-class and no-dupli,cate-class. However, precedence is always preferred to the

rule no-dupli,cate-class. To circumvent this problem, the first rule might be changed

to:

(defrule make-class
(new-class ?name)
(not (class ?na:ne) )

=)
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(assert (class ?name) ) )

Now asserting (new-cl-ass Employee) will cause only the second rule to match and

also fire, correctly. Of course, this requires the pre-conditions of the rules to be mutu-

ally exclusive and for the accepting rule to know the pre-conditions of all the rejecting

rules. This is tedious and makes knowledge base maintenance incredibly complicated.

Rules should be as independent as possible in a rule-based expert system.

In the on-line verifier prototype, only one accepting rule exists for each design ele-

ment; all the other rules for a design element are rejecting rules. Since more rules exist

to reject a temporary assertion, these rules receive the default salience of 0. Rules ac-

cepting a design element receive a salience of -10 and do nothing more than genuinely

assert the design element just like the first exampie of the rule make-class described

above. Now, even though the pre-condition of the accepting rule is not exclusive of

the rejecting rules, the accepting rule can only fire after all matched rejecting rules

are fired. Once a rejecting rule is fired the temporary assertion is removed from the

facts list and thus the accepting rule can no longer fire. All activated rules with the

same salience are resolved using the default strategy, depth-first.

Use of salience promotes rule independence and minimizes coding effort for the knowl-

edge engineer.

Execute Once a rule fires, the actions of the rule are performed and the rule is

removed from the agenda. An action may assert new facts which are added to the

facts list. These new facts represent new patterns. The Rete algorithm optimizes the

lookup procedure and only rules affected by the new pattern are checked for possible

activation. An action may also retract a fact and remove it from the facts list, or

modify a fact in the facts list. There may be rules still on the agenda that match facts
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which were retracted or modified. In these cases, the rule is removed from the agenda,

or deactivated. Modification of a fact may also cause activations or deactivations.

6.2 Requirements of the Graphical Design Con-

struction Process

This section describes the general requirements of the design process and the verifier

without regard to the actual implementation of the verifier.

Designing During the construction of a graphical design, a designer uses graphical

symbols to represent the concepts of the object model such as classes, attributes,

aggregation, inheritance, and so on. Design is normally an iterative process where

the designer constantly refines the design. The design diagram is constantly changed

by adding, deleting, or modifying symbols on the diagram. A symbol may optionally

have properties, such as â, name or type, which may also be added, removed, or

modified.

Each step of refining a design diagram represents a single operation of a graphical user

interface. A graphical user interface typically achieves modification of a symbol by

presenting a dialog window in which values for all the properties of the symbol may be

specified. After the designer is satisfied with all the information he/she has entered

for the symbol, a button is pressed. Depending on the nature of the modification, a

dialog may appear for the designer to confirm the modification.

A dialog window for a symbol may request information that cannot be verified, like

comments or notes. These properties of a symbol simply assist the designer in docu-

menting or clarifying a point about the symbol or the values of some of its properties.
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Integration A verifier must be capable of verifying a design document either on-line

while the design is being built or off-line after the design is completed.

On-line verification requires integrating the graphical CASE tool operations with the

operations of the verifier. This integration may be at the code level where the func-

tions of the graphical CASE tool invoke, or are invoked by, the verifier functions.

Alternatively a graphical CASE tool might provide a run-time interface to its op-

erations much like AppleScript on the Macintosh operating system or DDE on the

Microsoft operating system.

Off-line verification requires explicit invocation of the verifier after the design is com-

pleted. If the graphical CASE tool can be integrated with the verifier at the code

level, then the verifier may be invoked directly by the graphical CASE tool by a menu

option or button on a toolbar. If code integration is not possible, then the verifier

must read the design document produced by the graphical CASE tool. To maintain

a complete design, the binary encoding specification of the file must be available in

order to interpret the structure of the design correctly for verification. Most graphical

CASE tools are capable of exporting designs to a variety of file types, though usually

with some information loss. AIso, a cooperative vendor for a graphical CASE tool

might implement a standardized export format for the verifier. For our CASE tool we

will have access to our own code, of course, and so we will follow the code integration

approach in this thesis.

Flexibility and Maintainability As with any software system, the verifier must

be flexible and maintainable. Object-oriented design methodologies evolve by adding

new features or by further constraining existing features. Additionally, the target

languages for the code generator component of a graphical CASE tool evolve as well.

The evolution of the object-oriented paradigm, in general, necessitates a maintainable
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design for the verifier. Also, since several target languages may be supported by a

graphical CASE tool simultaneously, the design of the verifier must be flexible enough

to alter verification strategies according to the selected target language.
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Chapter 7

Systern Design

This section describes

strategy used for the

previous chapter.

7.L Representing the Knowledge

The formal specifications of the static and dynamic object models serve as the source

of knowledge for the verifier. Essentially a specification is a set of constructs and rules

enforcing relationships between these constructs. This section describes the general

mapping between Z constructs and CLIPS constructs.

representation and inferencing

meets the requirements in the

the design of the knowledge

verifier and how the verifier
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7.L.1 Mapping Z to CLIPS

When considering an object-oriented knowledge representation, we must first identify

all the objects of the domain, and so let us view the constructs of Z as objects.

o variables

o types

o relations and functions

o schemas

Each of these objects has a set of properties and behaviour. One property they all

have in common is that they all have a nâme. Since the properties and behaviour

of the Z constructs are quite distinct and no immediate benefit from inheritance is

apparent, it seems an object-oriented representation for the Z specification is not

entirely beneficial.

Examining relations and schemas, intuitive mappings to knowledge-base constructs

reveal themselves. Relations and functions inZ can be mapped to ordered facts in the

knowledge base. The name of a relation or function is the fact-name of the ordered

fact. Schemas in Z can be mapped to structured facts in the knowledge base. Every

schema is represented by one template, whose name corresponds to the name of the

shchema. Each component of the schema becomes a slot in the template. In Z, a

component of a schema can be any type, including a schema. In CLIPS, a slot of

a template can be one of the types pre-defined in CLIPS, namely the basic types

STRING, INTEGER, NUMERIC, FLOAT, or a SYMBOL type which could even be

the name of a template.
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Constraints in Z are based on predicate logic. A rule-based system is fundamentally

based on predicate logic too. CLIPS offers many logic and predicate functions which

can be used in the LHS part of a rule, including existential and universal quantifiers.

CLIPS' extensive support for logical operators simplifies the mapping of constraints

to rules.

7.L.2 Mapping a Schema to a Template

This section illustrates the mapping of a Z schema to a CLIPS template for a Class

schema and the i,nheri,ts-frorn relation. A class is a complex structure consisting

of attributes, operations, and other constructs. The templates for the supporting

constructs can be found in Appendix A.

Representing the Class Schema The Class schema is included here again, for

convenience:
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CIass

classi.d : ClasslD
no,n'Le : Identi,fi"er
attrs : P Attribute
ops : F Operati,on
erpattrs : P Attri,bute
erpops : P Operati,on
candi,date-key : iseq Attri,bute
i,s-abstract : YesNo
subdi,agrams : P Di,agramlD

attrsfØV opslØ
({name}, names -of -attrs (attrs), names -of -op s (op s))

partition {name} U narnes-of -attrs(attrs) U names-of -ops(ops)
i,s-abstract - les è

classi,d ( ran(Instanti,ation) A
(1o: Operati,onI op € ops o o.i,s-abst o¿¡: yes)

expattrs Ç attrs

efrpops Ç ops

Ya:Attri,butel(a)
a € attrs

Va:Attri,butela€

candi,date-key c

V o: Operati,onl o €

attrs o a.classi,d : class'id

ops . o.classi,d : class,id

Recall that modeling in Z has two parts to it: declarations which declare the names

and types of variables, and constraints on types which impose conditions that must

be satisfied by values or variables of that type.

Mapping Schema Declarations As in Z, a concept must be defined in CLIPS

before it can be used. Thus, initially a template is defined to represent the declarations

part of a Z schema. For every component of the schema corresponds a slot in the

template.
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(deftenplate CIass
(sl-ot nane

(type SYMBOL)
(default ?N0NE))

(multislot attrs)
(multislot ops)
(multislot expattrs)
(multislot expops)
(nultislot candidate-key)
(slot is-abstract

(type SYMB0L)
(a1lor.red-symbols yes no)
(default no) )

(multislot subdiagrams) )

First note that the component classi,d of the specification was not necessary in the

knowledge-base since the class name is used to uniquely ideniify a class in a design

diagram*.

The slot i,s-abstract is defined to have a fixed list of allowed values, yes and no,, exactly

like the freetype definition YesNo. CLIPS automatically enforces allowed values and

reports an error if an attempt is made to assert a fact with an illegal value for a slot.

The default value was also specified as no.

Ã multisloú in CLIPS is a list of values which is somewhat equivalent to a sequence

in Z and can have any number of duplicated or unique values. A multislot is used

to represent Ihe Z collection types F, seq, and iseq. Notice that, in the specification,

candidate-key is actually an injective sequence (iseq) but in the knowledge-base it
is simply a multislot. The uniqueness of the attributes in the candi,date-ke3r must

be explicitly enforced by a rule in the knowledge-base. Additionally, an explicit

*The specification required a ClassID to identify classes before the schema could be defined. An
Identifier could have been used but it is more appropriate to say a class identifier is different from
a general type of identifier.
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rule must be specified to enforce the uniqueness of the elements for the multislots

which represent sets (F), namely attrs, ops, erpattrs, erpops and subdiagramsl. The

following rule is an example of a rule that enforces the implicit uniqueness of attrs:

(def rule class-err-duplicate-attribute
I'The names of all a class, attributes must be distinct"
(declare (salience -10) )
?attrl <- (Attribute (name ?a1) (cname ?c) )
?attr2 <- (Attribute (name ?a2) (cnarne ?c) )
(test (and (eq?aI ?a2) (neq ?attr1 ?attr2)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class tt ?c

" has a duplicated attribute " ?aL ,' . " crlf) )

Informally, if any two different attributes exist for the same class and the attribute

names are the same, then report a duplicate attribute name error.

Notice that the above rule does not utilize Lhe Class template. During the design

construction process, the designer defines the class first and then adds operations and

attributes one after another. An attribute may be defined individually along with its

properties which are known or required at that time. To support this functionality in

the knowledge-base, an attribute is asserted individually with all its known properties.

After the constraints of the attribute are confirmed and the class exists, the attribute

narne is added to the attrs vía the following rule:

(def rule attributes -should-be- in- clas s -attrs
"Attribute should be in the class, attribute list"

IIn the actual implementation the slot subd,iagrar¿s of the class template is actually called, state-
d'i.agrams
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(declare (salience 2) )
?cls (- (Class (name ?c) (attrs $?alist) )
(Attribute (nane ?a) (cna-me ?c) )
(test (not (member$ ?a $?alist) ) )

(modify ?cls (attrs (insert$ $?alist 1 ?a)))
(printout t "00DV Update: Added attribute rr

?c t,.,, ?a

" to attribute list. "
crtf) )

Only the name of the attribute is added because, in CLIPS, a multislot can only

contain simple values. The test condition in the LHS of the above rule ensures that

the attribute is not already in the list. Having a separate fact to represent an attribute

and its properties can help simplify rules as in the case of class-err-dupli,cate-attri,bute

above. The alternative way to code the same rule in CLIPS can be done by using a

multifield wildcard as follows:

(def rule clas s-err-duplicate-attribute-2
"The names of aII a class' attributes must be distinct"
(declare (salience -10) )
(Class (name ?c)

(attrs $?sub1istI ?aI $?sub1ist2 ?a2 $?sub1ist3))
(test (eq ?al ?a2))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class rr

?c

" has a duplicated attribute " ?al il .,, crlf) )

Every $?subli,stX can be bound to zero or more values. At first, this version of

the rule appears to be more efficient because it requires fewer lines than the first
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version. However, to match this rule requires binding five variables, three of which

are multivalue bindings. The first version requires only three single value bindingsf .

The templates for the remaining types of the components in the Class schema can be

found in Appendix A.

7"L.3 Mapping Schema Constraints

The second part of a Z schema is the constraints part which explicitly constrain

the values the components can assume. A constraint is a predicate that restricts

the values that the variables of a type can assume. In other words, any value or

variable of a type musl sati,sfy the conditions imposed by the canstraints on that

type. Since the purpose of the verifier is to identify the errors, the verifier identifies

those variables which ui,olate the conditions constrained on their types. So, in general,

the condition appearing in the LHS of a rule that implements a constraint is exactly

opposite (logically) to the condition specified by the constraint. Each constraint is

usually implemented by a single rule. Complicated constraints might require several

rules.

The first constraint of the Class schema states that a class must define at least one

attribute or operation which is captured by the rule:

(def rule clas s-err-attrs-and-ops-both-empty
"Cannot have a class r^rithout an attribute or operation"
(declare (salíence -10) )
(C1ass (name ?c) )
(not (Attribute (cname ?c) ) )

lThe variables ?attrl and ?attr\ in the rule clo,ss-err-d,upl'icate-attri,bute are actually
addresses.
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(not (Operation (cname ?c)))
=)

(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?c
rr must have at least one attribute or one operatj-on.',

crlf) )

The logical rzoú function can actually be thought of as not eri,sts. Stated informally,

if a class exists and an attribute does not exist for that class and an operation does

not exist for that class, then report an error. Notice that the Z constraint for the

same is if a class exists then an attribute exists for that class or an operation exists

for that class.

The next constraint states that the name of a class, the names of its attributes,

and the names of its operations must all be distinct. This can be enforced with the

following two rules:

(def rule clas s-err-name-not-di st inct-f ron-attribute s

"The class name must be distinct fron the attribute names
(otherwise we would have a recursive aggregation) "

(declare (salience -10))
(Class (nane ?c) )
(Attribute (name ?c) (cnane ?c) )

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?c

rr cannot have an attribute of itself.', crlf) )

(def rule c las s-err-attribute s -and-operat ions -not-di st inct
"The names of all class attributes and operations

must be distinct"
(declare (salience -10) )
(Attribute (nane ?a) (cna¡e ?c) )
(Operation (name ?a) (cname ?c))

=)
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(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?c

" has a duplicated name " ?a

" for an attribute a¡d an operation." crlf))

Whether or not a class can have an operation with the same name as the class, is

controversial. Constructor functions in C++ and Java must be operations with the

same name as the class. However, the constructor operation is a concept of object-

oriented languages, and since design is independent of implementation, a constructor

is not necessarily a concept of object-oriented design. The rule for verification of this

constraint is provided here.

(def rule c las s-err-name-not-di st inct-f rom-operat ion
"The class nane must be distinct from the operation names"
(declare (salience -10))
(Class (naLne ?c) )
(Operation (name ?c) (cname ?c) )

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?c

" cannot have an operation with the same name." crlf))

An abstract class in the knowledge base is indicated by the slot, i,s-abstract. The

constraint states no object can be instantiated for an abstract class and the class

must have at least one abstract operation.

(def rule Ínstant iate-new-obj e ct -err-abstract- c 1as s
(declare (salience -10) )
?ni <- (Newlnstance ?o ?c ?ít)
(C1ass (naure ?c) (is-abstract yes) )
(Obj ecttnstance (obj id ?o) (cna-me ?c) )
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=>
(retract ?ni)
(printout t "00DV DYN Error: 0bject " ?o

'r carnot be instantiated for abstract class " ?c
rr.rr crlf))

The above rule is actually a rule in the dynamic object model since it deals with

instantiation of objects rather than static structural relationships.

The following rule implements the remaining constraint for an abstract class:

(defrute abstract-class-err-no-abstract-operation
rrAn abstract class must have atl-east one abstract operation"
(declare (salience -10) )
(Class (name ?c1) (is-abstract yes) )
(not (Operation (cnane ?c1) (is-abstract yes)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The abstract class " ?c1-

rr must define atleast one abstract operation.,'
crlf) )

During design construction, the properties of an attribute and operation must be

defined before being exported. A new template is introduced in the knowledge-base

to support this usability requirement and the specification for exported features. Then

the exported feature can be added to the exported attributes erpattrs or exported

operations erpops slot of the Class template. The rules follow:

(defrule export-attribute
"Exported attribute should be in the cIass,

exported attribute l-ist"
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(declare (salience 1))
?c1s (- (Class (nane ?c) (expattrs $?xarist))
(Attribute (name ?a) (cna-me ?c) )
(ExportedFeature (cname ?c) (feature ?a) )
(test (not (member$ ?a $?xalist)))

=)
(modify ?cls (expattrs (insert$ $?xalist 1 ?a) ) )
(printout t "00DV Update: Exported attribute rr

?c ".rr ?a rr.rr crlf))

(defrule export-operation
"Exported operation should be in the class,

exported operation list"
(declare (salience 1) )
?cIs (- (Class (name ?c) (expops $?xolist) )
(0peration (nane ?o) (cname ?c) )
(ExportedFeature (cname ?c) (feature ?o) )
(test (not (menber$ ?o $?xol-ist)))

=)
(modify ?cls (expops (insert$ $?xolist 1 ?o) ) )
(printout t "00DV Update: Exported operation "

?c "." ?o ''O."
crtf) )

Since the attribute or operation exists before the feature is added to erpattrs and

erpops, it follows that erpattrs Ç attrs and erpops Ç ops.Notice that the condition

in the LHS of these update rules does not implement the opposite condition of the

constraint. These are rules which maintain the logical structures which can be verified

as a whole. Also notice that update rules normally have a higher salience than error

rules so that a structure is entirely updated before any errors are checked and reported.

To some degree, maintaining a structure can reduce the granularity of the off-line

verification strategy from verifying the entire design all at once down to verifying

smaller individual structures once the structure is completely specified.

An attribute in a candidate key must be an attribute of the class; this is enforced by
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the following rule:

(defrule class-err-candidate-key-not-attr
"An attribute in the candidate key of a

from that class"
(declare (salience -10))
(C1ass (name ?c) (candidate-key $?a1 ?a
(not (Attribute (name ?a) (cname ?c)))

=)
(printout t "000V Error: The attribute " ?a

" in the candidate-key of the class ', ?c
rr is not an attribute of the class. "
crlf) )

With the use of two multifield bindings, 8?a1 and 8?a2, the matching algorithm

effectively attempts to bind ?a in any position of the slot candi,date-key to meet the

condition.

The remaining two class constraints simply ensure that the classid for the attribute

matches the classid for the class. Since classid does not exist in the Class template,

no rules are necessary for these constraints.

7.L"4 Mapping Relations

In a Z specification, a relation is an association between two types. The relation is

specified using axiomatic description notation, which is composed of a declaration

part and a predicate part. The declaration part defines the name of the relation, the

domain type, and the range type. The predicate defines the condition that must hold

for an element of the domain to relate to an element of the range.

class nust be

$?a2) )
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A function is similar to a relation except that there are additional properties that

restrict how elements of the domain cân map to elements of the range.

A relation or function is implemented in the verifier also as a template with two

(or more) slots. Relations are modeled as templates rather than the more intuitive

ordered facts to promote maintainability. Template slots are named and so it is easier

to remember the name of the slot than its corresponding position in the relation. Also,

it is easier to debug the conditions of rules when the name of the slot appears next to

the value or variable binding. Furthermore, using a template to represent a relation

can support single value and multivalue slots as attributes of the relation.

The template name corresponds to the name of the relation. Each slot corresponds

to aZ type in the relation. The type of each slot must be explicitly enforced bv rules.

Mapping the inheri.ts-frorn Relation In the specification of the inherits-fro(n ctass

relation the first field is a placeholder for symbols of the domain type and the second

field. The specification is repreated here for convenience.
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- inherits-from ç¡o,, -: Class <--+ Class

inherits-frorr ç¿o* c2 ëV c1, c2 : Class o ct
c1t'c2A
ErportedFeatures (c2) Ç Features(.r) n
ErportedFeatures(c2) À Features(c1) I Ø n
(Features(c2) C Features(c) v

((l ,r, o2 : Operation o

01 e Q.ops A
02 € c2.erpops A
O1.fi,AITl,€ : OZ.Tì,AITL€ A
(o1.parms f o2.parms V

ol.type I o2.type) +
ol.body I o2.body)) v

(l ot, a2: Attri,bute o

a1 e e.attrs A
az e cz.attrs A
A1.fi'AïTLe : 0l2.nLrne A
al.type # ø.tape))

The template for the relation follows:

(deftemplate inherits-fron
(s1ot sub

(type SYMBOL)

(default ?N0NE))
(slot super

(type SYMB0L)
(default ?NONE) ) )

The specification of inherits-from 6,¿o* describes the mechanism of inheritance. The

designer does not explicitly define inherits-froÍ1 ctoss between two classes, rather

the designer specificies a generalization which is represented by a connector symbol

connecting one or more subclasses to one superclass. After the connector is added,

the verifier asserts the subclass inherits-from the superclass for every subclass in the
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list. This is achieved by the following rule:

(defrule generalization-good
"A valid generalization"
(Generalizatíon (property ?p)

(subclasses $?clist) (superclass ?c2) )
=)

(progn$ (?class ?clist)
(assert (inherits-from (sub (nth$ ?class-index ?cIist))

(super ?c2)))))

This is the only rule which asserts an i,nheri,ts-from fact.

The following rule ensures that a class does not inherit from itself:

(def rule inherit s-err-clas s- inherit s -it self
"A cLass cannot inherit from itself,,
(declare (salience -10) )
(inherits-from (sub ?c) (super ?c) )

=)
(printout t r'00DV Error: The class " ?c

" inherits from itself. " crlf) )

However, the above rule does not actually appear in knowledge-base. The designer

can only define symbols on the design. As a usability requirement, an error must

be reported in which is sensible to the designer. Generally the more descriptive the

error, the easier it is to interpret it. This constraint is actually captured indirectly

by the following rule:
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(defrule generalization-err-directly-recursíve
"An generalization cannot be recursive (directly) "
(declare (salience -10))
(Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?clist)

(superclass ?c) )
(test (member$ ?c $?clist) )

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The generalization of " ?c

" on the property " ?p

" involving the classes " $?clist
" is invalid because the class " ?c
rr cannot inherit from itself. " crlf) )

The above rule does not allow the superclass of a generalizatîon to be among its

subclasses. Since a valid generalization is the only means of assertin g inheri,ts-from,

it follows that a class cannot inherit from itself.

After the i,nheri,ts-from assertions are made in the same cycle, the verifier propagates

all exported features from the superclass to the subclass, provided that those inherited

features are not overridden. The inherited features cannot be exported. Some addi-

tional rules which implement the inheritance mechanism can be found in Appendix

B.

7.2 Features of the Verifrer

This section summarizes the actions of the verifier. It also discusses on-line and

off-line verification and how each strategy is implemented in CLIPS.
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7.2.I Static and Runtime Verification

Static Verification The verifier is capable of verifying the relationships between

the entities of a design diagram. This is a static verification process because the

symbols do not change once they are placed in the design. Furthermore, the symbols

are all known before the verification begins. There are over 300 rules and almost 100

explicit errors that can be identified statically by the verifier$. Overall, the verifier

statically checks both the static object model and the dynamic object models in

their entirety. The formal specification of these models was directly implemented by

creating a rule for every explicit and implicit constraint in the specification. Some of

the more interesting errors that are caught by the verifier are:

o indirect recursive inheritance

o ambiguous features multiply inherited

¡ contradictions in boolean expressionsf

o unreachable/unexitable states due to lack oftransitions, or due to contradicting

state conditions and transition guards

o transitions that can never fire

o type checking of values assigned to attributes, parameters, or local variables

o and many more inconsistencies that can arise from class generalization, inheri-

tance of associations and aggregations, state generalization, and event general-

ization.

$This represents approximately 115 pages of rules and so only a small sample of the rules are
actually included in the body of the thesis and in the appendices.

f This functionality was achieved by implementing the laws of boolean algebra.
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Runtime Verification Additionally the verifier also implements runtime verifica-

tion. Briefly, the designer can instantiate objects, create events, and also manipulate

an object's values. When an object is instantiated the verifier creates the object

instance, initializes its attributes, and places the object in the initial state of the

state diagram. The designer may then create an event with or without a parameter

and observe the actions and transitions that are performed as a result of the event.

The runtime verifier also allows the designer to manipulate values of variables and

evaluates conditions so that guards and states can be tested.

Runtime verification of a design allows the designer to observe his design in action

and to test the behaviour of the design objects. This can be particularly useful when

the design utilizes concurrency and inheritance.

Input Format for Designs The input format for a design diagram is the set of

asserted structured facts that represent the elements of the design. For instance, a

class would be placed in the design followed by its attributes and its operations. Each

structure, such as a class, attribute, or operation is asserted individually.

For example, consider the classes Item and Journal in Figure 2.1 would have the

following input format.

(deff acts library-system
"Testing setup; class diagram for library nangement system"
(Application (name LMS) )
(C1ass (name rootclass) )

(SimpleType (name integer))
(SimpleType (name float) )
(SinpleType (name string) )
(SimpleType (nane date))
(EnunType (name item-status) (values
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(create$ on-shelves Loaned-out out-of-circulation) ) )
(EnumType (name tocation) (values

(create$ reference current-periodicals archives)))

(Class (name ltem) )
(Attribute (cname ltem) (na¡e call-no) (type string) )
(Attribute (cname Iten) (name status) (type item-status) )
(Attribute (cname lten) (nane due-date) (type date))

(Operation (cname ltem) (name Loan0ut))
(Parameter (cname Item) (opname Loan0ut) (type User))

; class User must be defined before or after this assertion
(Operation (cname Item) (name Returned))

(Class (name Journal) )
(Attribute (cname Journal) (name nane) (type string))

(ExportedFeature (cname ltem) (feature ca1l_no) )
(ExportedFeature (cname ltem) (feature status) )
(ExportedFeature (cname lten) (feature Loan0ut))

(Generalization (property item-types)
(subclasses (create$ Book Journal Collection))
(superclass ltem) )

Features which are inherited by class Journal ftom Item do not need to be specified

in the input for Journal; the inheritance mechanism is captured by the knowledge of

the verifier and propagates features accordingly.

The same format for input is used for both static verification and runtime verification.

Output of Verified Design The output for a verified design diagram is a set of

update messages, and if any errors exist, a set of error messages as well. Here is

a sample of output messages produced by the verifier when testing a design of a

thermostat with concurrent subdiagrams and test state conditions.
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00DV Update
00DV Update
00DV Update
00DV Update
00DV Update
Iist.
00DV Update
00DV Update

00DV DYN Update
00DV DYN Update

00DV Update: Attribute Thermostat.temp:integer = 21

00DV Update: Attribute Thermostat.target-temp:integer = 21
00DV Update: Attribute Thermostat.time:float = 0.0
00DV DYN Update: State diagram season-sr^ritch is not a one-shot diagram.
00DV DYN Update: State diagrarn fan-switch is not a one-shot diagram.
00DV DYN Update: State diagram fan-relay is not a one-shot diagram.

Added operation Thernostat.run-fanO to operation list.
Added attribute Thermostat.tine to attribute list.
Added attribute Thermostat.target-temp to attribute list.
Added attribute Thernostat.temp to attribute list.
Added operation Thernostat.light-indicatorO to operation

Added operation Thermostat.run-acO to operation list.
Added operation Thermostat.run-furnaceO to operatíon list.

State diagram run-indicator is not a one-shot diagram.
State diagran ac-relay is not a one-shot diagram.

00DV DYN Update: State diagram furnace-relay is not a one-shot diagran.
00DV DYN Update: State diagram thermostat is not a one-shot diagram.
00DV DYN Error: State condition:

furnace-relay IN Furnace0ff for the state
SomethingOn [s omething-onJ

conflicts r"rith the guard condition:
furnace-relay IN Furnace0n 0R ac-relay IN AirConditionerOn

on the incoming transition tT "

00DV EXPR Error: Transition t4 has a self contradicting guard condition:
season-s!üitch IN Heat AND

(temp ) target-temp 0R season-switch NOT-IN Heat).
00DV EXPR Error: Transition tl has a self contradicting guard condition:

temp ( target-tenp AND temp > target-tenp.
00DV EXPR Error: Transition t2 has a self contradicting guard condition:

season-switch NOT-IN Heat AND season-switch IN Heat.

The verifier first checks the static model and then the dynamic model. The input

for a state diagram involving conditions can become quite complicated. As an ex-

ample, Appendix C contains the input assertions for a transition whose error wâs

caught abovell. Fortunately for the designer, the CASE tool creates this assertion

automatically either by parsing the condition string or by allowing the user to use an
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expression building agent.

7.2.2 Flexibility and Maintainability

The knowledge-base of the verifier implements each constraint of the object-oriented

methodology independently. The basic structures class, generalization, states and

transitions are all common concepts. Fundamentally, the differences between method-

ologies only constrain how these structures can appear on the design. Modifying a

constraint requires modifying the rules that implement the constraint.

CLIPS directly supports modules which can contain rules or templates. Each module

of knowledge can be enabled independently via an assertion. Defining a rule for a

module is achieved by defining the module name before the template or rule name:

(defrule C++: :a-Cplusplus-rule
"Can't have A and B together"
(symbol-A ?a)
(symbol-B ?b)

(printout t rrC++ Error: Can,t have ,, ?a
ra¡dil?b

" together." crlf))

(defrule UI'IL: : a-UML-ruIe
rrCan't have B and C together"
(symbol-B ?b)
(symbol-C ?c)

=)
(printout t "IJÌ,IL Error: Can,t have ', ?b

tr and " ?c

" together." crlf))
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Conceptually the knowledge-base becomes partitioned into modules of rules which

implement the semantic constraints of the different methodologies or languages. The

templates and rules implementing the fundamental principles of object-orientation

would be defined in one main module which must always be enabled. The fundamental

principles of the object-oriented paradigm are not likely to change. A change in a

methodology requires changes only in the module which contains them.

7.2.3 On-line and Off-line Verification

The verifier performs off-line verification only. However, a prototype that implements

most of the static object model using on-line verification is also available.

In an on-line verification strategy, every event occurring in the design process is

verified immediately after the event is completed. For example, as soon as the user

enters a class name or enters an attribute of a class, one or more checks are invoked.

Off-line verification checks the entire design at once like a compiler checks a program.

On-line verification can be implemented in CLIPS by first asserting a temporary fact

and then retracting the fact if an error occurs, or genuinely assert the fact if no errors

result (and retract the temporary fact of course).

As an example, consider the following rule using an off-line verification strategy:

(defrule my-rule-1
rrCal)t have A and B together"
(symbol-A ?a)
(synbol-B ?b)

=)
(printout t "Error: Can't have " ?a

"an¿"2O
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" together." crlf))

From the above rule, we cannot determine which symbol was added most recently

and caused the error. Also, since we can only identify the nature of the error and not

the means, we cannot retract the symbol causing the error.

An on-line strategy can determine which symbol caused the error. Consider the

following two rules which identify the error and the symbol which causes the error:

(defrule my-rule-2
rrcaJr't have A and B together, B was here f irst"
?f <- (temporary-synbol-A ?a)
(synbot-B ?b)

=)
(printout t rrError: Adding rr ?a rrcaused this probl-em."

crlf)
(retract ?f) )

(defrule my-rule-3
rrCan't have A and B together, A v¡as here first"
(symbol-A ?a)
?f <- (temporary-synbol-B ?b)

(printout t "Error: Adding rr ?b rrcaused this probl-em."
crlf)

(retract ?f))

The problem magnifies when a fact affects a network of rules. Suppose our off-line

verifier has the following simple network of two rules:

(defrule my-ru1e-4
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"This rule asserts D"
(symbol-A ?a)
(symbol-B ?b)
(symbol-C ?c)

(assert (conbo-D "Yikes ! ") ) )

(defrule my-ru1e-S
"Ca¡not have combo-D
(combo-D ?d)
(synbot-E ?e)

=)

with symbol-E"

(printout t rrError: Cannot have combo-D r,¡ith synbol-E")

The first rule has three facts that form its preconditon and its action asserts combo-D

when fired. During design construction, we build the design by adding one symbol

at a time. In this case, adding any one of the three symbols can cause an error. To

determine which one symbol causes the error, we need to translate the rules to the

following on-line network:

(defrule my-rule-4a
"This rule asserts D"
(temporary-symbol-A ?a)
(symbol-B ?b)
(symbol-C ?c)

=)
(assert (combo-D "Yikes ! ") ) )

=)

(defrute ny-rule-Sa
"Cannot have combo-D with
?f <- (temporary-synbol-A
(combo-D ?d)
(synbol-E ?e)

symbol-8"
?a)

(printout t 'rError: synbol-A caused it!")
(retract ?f) )
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(defrule ny-ruIe-4b
"This rule asserts D"
(symbol-A ?a)
(tenporary-symbol-B ?b)
(symbol-C ?c)

=)
(assert (conbo-D "Yikes ! ") ) )

(defrute my-rule-5b
"Cannot have combo-D with synbol-E"
?f <- (tenporary-symbol-B ?b)
(combo-D ?d)
(symbol-E ?e)

=)
(printout t "Error: symbol-B caused it!")
(retract ?f) )

(defrule my-rule-4c
"This rule asserts D"
(synbol-A ?a)
(synbol-B ?b)
(temporary-symbol- C ? c)

=)
(assert (combo-D "Yikes ! ") ) )

(defrule my-rule-Sc
'rCannot have combo-D with symbol-E"
?f <- (tenporary-symbol-C 7c)
(conbo-D ?d)
(synbol-E ?e)

=)
(printout t 'rError: symbol-C caused it!")
(retract ?f) )

(defrule my-rule-4e
"This rule asserts D"
(synbol-A ?a)
(symbol-B ?b)
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(symbol-C ?c)
=)

(assert (conbo-D "Yikes ! ") ) )

(defrule my-ruIe-5e
"Cannot have combo-D with symbol--E"
(combo-D ?d)
(temporary-symbol-E ?e)

=)
(printout t "Error: symbol-E caused itl")

This shows an exponential growth in the number of rules. It also indicates that on-line

verification is possible but inefficient with CLIPS.

Implementing an efficient on-line verifier requires a tool which supports hypothetical

explanations. A hypothetical explanâtion determines the resulting state from the

current state given a set of hypothetical facts. If the resulting state is a goal, then

the facts are genuinely asserted. Supporting hypothetical facts in knowledge-base de-

velopment tool requires a modification to the inference engine. When hypothesizing,

the original facts list must be temporarily duplicated, then the hypothetical facts

are asserted in the duplicate facts list. If the results are desired, then the original

facts list is replaced by the duplicate facts list. Since the hypothetical symbol is the

current symbol being manipulated on the design diagram, any error that occurs is a

direct result of the hypothetical symbol. Hence the rules for this implementation of

an on-line strategy would not differ from the rules used in the off-line strategy.

Use of off-line verification in a knowledge-base promotes rule independence and thus

results in a more maintainable and flexible knowledge-base. On the other hand, on-

line verification works more closely to the way a designer works and promotes usability

of the graphical CASE tool.
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Chapter I

Conclusrons

Recently software industries have shifted their focus from programming to abstract

designs [27]. CASE tools with graphical user interfaces provide developers interactive

programming environments which allow the programmer to develop code interactively

and incrementally. Object-oriented design methodologies help the designer to better

understand the structure and behaviour of the application. Verification of a design

ensures functional correctness of the software and enhances reliability.

This thesis contributes to the development of a design verification component of a

graphical CASE tool for object-oriented design. Automating verification by embed-

ding verification strategies in a graphical CASE tool will help the designer enhance

reliability of the design in a cost effective manner.

The design verifier in this thesis is implemented using a knowledge-based approach.

The declarative style of programming used to implement verification promotes seman-

tic independence of verification checks and hides the algorithm, making the verifier

flexible and maintainable. The reliability of the knowledge-based verifier is enhanced

by implementing the knowledge rules directly from constraints in a formal specifi-
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cation of an industrially popular object-oriented design methodology. The verifier

was implemented using CLIPS, a proven rule-based expert system development tool

developed by NASA. Using the Z notation, the specifications in this thesis construct

an abstract model of the object-oriented design methodology. Z's modular notation,

as well as CLIPS' extensive support for predicate logic and frames allowed almost a

direct mapping from Z structures and constraints to CLIPS templates and rules.

A knowledge-based approach can support off-line and on-line verification of designs

to promote incremental development. Additionall¡ a knowledge-based approach is

flexible and promotes maintainability. Formal specifications can enhance reliability of

a knowledge base, promote understanding of the behaviour of object-oriented design

methodologies, and also identify requirements for a graphical design notation.

Continuation of the research presented in this thesis can proceed in several ways.

As with most formal specifications, the specifications of the static and dynamic ob-

ject models may serve as the basis for proving relationships among the concepts of

object-orientation that are specified. Proving the concepts of object-orientation was

beyond the scope of this thesis. Currently there are many graphical CASE tools for

object-oriented design available which support Booch's methodology, Rumbaugh's

methodology, and UML.. An investigation into integrating the verifier with existing

tools may be useful.

*As soon as it is standardized.
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Appendix A - Supporting Templates for Class Verification Knowledge

(deftemplate Value
(slot lexene

(type ?VARIABLE) ; literal va1ue, object name,

; simple attribute
(default ?NONE) )

(slot type ; some defined type
(type SYMBOL)
(default ?DERIVE) ) )

(deftemplate Attribute
(slot name

(type SYMBOL)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot cname ; class name
(type SYMB0L)
(default ?N0NE) )

(slot type
(type SYMBOL)
(default nil) )

(slot defval ; initialization value
(type ?VARIABLE)
(default nir) ) )

(deftemplate Local-
(slot name

(type SYMB0L)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot cname ; class name containing operation
(type SYMB0L)
(default ?N0NE) )

(slot opname ; operation containing local
(type SYMBOL)
(default nil) )

(slot type
(type SYMBOL)
(default nif) )

(slot defval
(type ?VARIABLE)
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(default niI) ) )

(deftemplate Paraneter
(slot name

(type SYMBOL)
(default ?N0NE) )

(slot cname
(type SYMBOL)
(default ?N0NE) )

(s1ot opname
(type SYMBOL)
(default ?NONE) )

(s1ot type
(type SYMBOL)
(default nil) )

(slot defval
(type ?VARIABLE)
(default nil) )

(stot ptype ; parameter type
(type SYMB0L)
(allowed-symbols input output inout)
(default input)))

(deftemplate Operation
(slot name

(type SYMBOL)
(default ?N0NE) )

(slot cname ; class containing operation
(type SYMB0L)
(default ?NONE) )

(slot type
(type SYMB0L)
(default void) ) ; must be a defined type

(multislot parms) ; parameter nanes
(multislot loca1s) ; 1ocal variabl_es names
(multislot Uoay) ; executable statements
(sIot is-abstract

(type SYMBOL)
(allor¡ed-synbols yes no)
(default no)))
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Appendix B - Rules for Inheritance

; * * * * * X X ** * ** * ** X* X * * X* * *<* * * * *X X * * *,k * * * * X * * *( * *< * *< X X * X X * * * X X

; ïnheritance and Generalization
; -------

(def rute generalization-err-bad-supercl-ass
"Superclass undef ined"
(declare (salience -10) )
(Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?cIist) (superclass

?c) )
(not (Class (name ?c) ) )

(printout t "00DV Error: The generalization of ,' ?c

" on the property " ?p

" involving the classes " $?cl-ist " is inval_id"
" because the superclass rr ?c rr is undefined.', crlf))

(defrule generalization-err-indirectly-recursive
"An generalization cannot be recursive (indirectly) "
(declare (salience -10) )
(Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?cIist) (superclass

? c2))
(inherits-from (sub ?c2) (super ?c1) )
(test (member$ ?c1 $?clist))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The generalization of " ?c2

" on the property " ?p

" involving the classes " $?clist " is invalid,'
" because the class " ?c2 " indirectly inherits from " ?cI

rr.rr crlf))

(def rule general izat ion-err-s ane-superclas s -and-property
"Two generalizations cannot be specified for the same

superclass on the same property"
(declare (salience -10))
?91 <- (Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?clist1)

(superclass ?c2) )
?92 <- (Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?clist2)

(superclass ?c2) )
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(test (neq ?g1 ?92))
=)

(printout t "00DV Error: There are two generalizations of
the superclass " ?c2

" on the property " ?p

" involving the classes " $?clístl ', and ', $?clist2 tI .,
crlf) )

(def rule inheritance-is-trans itive
"If cl inherits from c2 and c2 inherits from c3,

then c1 Ínherits from c3"
(inherits-from (sub ?c1) (super ?c2))
(inherits-from (sub ?c2) (super ?c3))

=)
(assert (inherits-fron (sub ?c1) (super ?c3))))

(def rule inheritance-subc 1as s - inherit s -attr ibut e

"A subclass inherits an attribute if not explicitly defined"
(inherits-from (sub ?c1) (super ?c2))
(Attribute (cname ?c2) (name ?a) (type ?t) (defval ?d) )
(ExportedFeature (cname ?c2) (feature ?a) )
(not (Attribute (cname ?c1) (nane ?a)))

=)
(assert (inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a)

(inherited-from ?c2))
(Attribute (nane ?a) (cname ?cl-) (type ?t) (defval ?d)))

(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?cI " inherited the
attribute rr

?a t,:tt ?t il = il ?d

" from the class " ?c2
rr.rr crlf))

(def rule inheritance-subc las s- inherit s -operat ion
"A subclass inherits an operation if not explicitly defined"
(inherits-from (sub ?cl-) (super ?c2))
(Operation (nane ?o) (cname ?c2) (type ?t))
(ExportedFeature (cname ?c2) (feature ?o) )
(not (0peration (name ?o) (cname ?c1) ) )

=)
(assert (inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o)

(inherited-from ?c2))
(Operation (cname ?c1) (nane ?o) (type ?t)))
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(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?cI
'r inherited the operation " ?o

" O from the class " ?c2
t'." crl-f))

(def rule inher it anc e - subc l- as s - inherit s - operat i on-paramet ers
"A subclass inherits parameters of an inherited operation

if not explicitly defined"
(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-fron

? c2))
(Para¡eter (na-me ?p) (cna¡ne ?c2) (opname ?o)

(type ?t) (defval ?d) (ptype ?pt) )
(not (Parameter (name ?p) (cname ?c1) (opname ?o)))

=)
(assert (Parameter (name ?p) (cnane ?c1) (opname ?o)

(type ?t) (defval ?d) (ptype ?pt) ) )
(printout t "00DV Update: The operation " ?c7 rr.r, ?o

" inherited the parameter "
?p " from the class " ?c2

"." crlf))

(def rule inheritance-subclas s-inherit s -operat i on-1 o cals
"A subclass inherits parameters of an inherited operation

if not explicitly defined"
(inherited-feature (cnane ?cl-) (feature ?o) (inherited-from

? c2))
(Local (na-ne ?1) (cname ?c2) (opname ?o) (type ?t) (¿efval_ ?d) )
(not (Local (na¡re ?1) (cname ?c1) (opname ?o)))

=)
(assert (Local (name ?1) (cnane ?c1) (opname ?o)

(type ?t) (defval ?d)))
(printout t "00DV Update: The operation " ?cI ,'." ?o

" inherited the local "
?1 " from the cLass " ?c2

"." crlf))

(def rule inheritance-subclas s- inherit s-as s o c iat ion
"A subclass inherits an association"
(inherits-fron (sub ?c1) (super ?c2))
?assoc (- (Association (nane ?a) (classes $?cIist))
(test (menber$ ?c2 $?clist) )

=)
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(assert (inherited-association (cname ?c1) (asname ?a)
(classes (replace$ ?clist (member$ ?c2 ?clist)

(nember$ ?c2 ?clist) ?c1) )
(inherited-from ? c2) ) )

(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?cI
" inheríted the association " ?a

" from the class " ?c2
".', crff))

( def rul e inherit alc e - subc las s - inheri t s - c omponent

"A subclass inherits an aggregation -- class inherits a
componentrl

(inherited-association (cnane ?c1) (asname ?a) (inherited-from
? c2))

(Aggregation (name ?a) (conponent ?c3) (assembty ?c2))
=)

(assert (inherited-aggregation (cname ?c1) (agname ?a)
(component ?c3) (assernbly ?c1) (inherited-from ?c2))

(is-part-of (conponent ?c3) (assembly ?c1)))
(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?c7', inherits fron class

t' ?c2

" which is an assenbly in the aggregation " ?a ".,'
" The class " ?cI " inherited a conponent class " ?c3
"." crlf))

(def rule inheritance-subc las s-inherit s-as sembly
I'A subclass inherits an aggregation -- class inherits a

assembly"
(inherited-association (cna:ne ?c1) (asname ?a) (inherited-from

? c2))
(Aggregation (name ?a) (component ?c2) (assenbly ?c3))

-/
(assert (inherited-aggregation (cname ?c1) (agnane ?a)

(component ?c1) (assembly ?c3) (inherited-from
?c2))

(is-part-of (component ?c1) (assembly ?c3) ) )
(printout t "00DV Update: The class ', ?cI " inherits from cLass

" ?c2

'r which is a component in the aggregation rr ?a '.'
rr The class " ?cL " inherited an assenbly cl-ass ', ?c3
"." crlf))
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(def rule inheritance-err-a1I-inherit ed-f eature s

"A class must define atleast one unique uninherited feature"
(declare (salience -10) )
(Class (nane ?c) )
(not (not (or (0peration (name ?o) (cna-me ?c) )

(Attribute (name ?a) (cname ?c)))))
(not (or (and (0peration (na-ne ?o) (cname ?c))

(not (inherited-feature (cname ?c) (feature ?o) ) ) )
(and (Attribute (name ?a) (cnane ?c) )

(not (inherited-feature (cname ?c) (feature
?a))))))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?c

" does not define any unique features.', crlf))

t

; Overridden Attributes and Operations
; -------

(def rule inheritance-subclas s-overrides-attribute
"A subclass overrides a¡ inherited attribute if explicitly

defined"
(inherited-feature (cnane ?cl-) (feature ?a) (inherited-from

? c2))
(Attribute (nane ?a) (cname ?c2) (type ?t2) (defval ?d2))
(Attribute (name ?a) (cname ?c1) (type ?t1) (defval ?d1))
(test (or (neq ?tl ?t2) (neq ?dl ?d2)))

=)
(assert (overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a)))
(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?cI

" overrides the attribute rr ?a rr inherited ftom ', ?c2
"." crlf))

(def rule inherit ance-subclas s-overrides-operat i on

"A subclass overrides an inherited operation if explicitly
defined"

(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-from
?c2))

(Operation (cname ?c2) (name ?o) (type ?t)
(parms $?plist) (locals $?tIist) (body $?btist) )

(Operation (cnane ?c1) (na-me ?o) (type ?t)
(parms $?plist) (locals $?llist) (body $?blist) )
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=>
(assert (overridden-feature (cnarne ?c1) (feature ?o)))
(printout t "00DV Update: The class " ?cL

" overrides the operation " "o " O inherited from " ?c2
".', crlf))

(def rule overridden-attribute-err-not -ref ined-type
"A subclass can only override an attribute type by

refining types (more specialized) "
(dectare (salience -10) )
(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a) (inherited-from

? c2))
(overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a) )
(Attribute (name ?a) (cname ?c2) (type ?t2)) ; superclass

attr
(Attribute (name ?a) (cname ?c1) (type ?t1)) ; subclass attr
(test (neq ?t1 ?t2))
(not (inherits-from (sub ?t1) (super ?t2)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The attribute rr ?c1 rr.rr ?a

I inherited fron " ?c2

" can only be overridden by restricting the type to"I a more specialized type. " ?t1,
" is not a specialized type of " ?t2
"." cr1f))

(def rule overridden-attribute
rrAttribute definition overridden"
(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a) (inherited-from

? c2))
(Attribute (nane ?a) (cname ?c2) (type ?t2)

(defval ?d2)) ; superclass attr
(Attribute (name ?a) (cnane ?c1) (type ?t1)

(defval ?d1) ) ; subclass attr
(test (or (neq ?t1 ?t2) (neq ?d2 ?d1) ) )

=)
(assert (overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?a))))

(defrule overridden-op-err-return-type-not-ref ined-type
rrA subclass cal. only override an operation type by

refining types (more specialized) "
(declare (salience -10) )
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(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-from
? c2))

(overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o))
(0peration (na¡e ?o) (cname ?c2) (type ?t2))

superclass op
(Operation (name ?o) (cna¡e ?c1) (type ?t1) )

subclass op
(test (neq ?tl ?t2))
(not (inherits-fron (sub ?t1) (super ?t2)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The operation " ?c! "." ?o

'' O inherited from " ?c2
" can only be overridden by restricting the return type to"
" a nore specialized type. " ?tI
'r is not a specialized type of 't ?t2
"." crlf))

(defrule overridden-operation-type-or-body
"A subclass caL only override an operation type by

refining types (nore specialized),'
(inherited-feature (cna¡ne ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-from

?c2))
(0peration (name ?o) (cname ?c2) (type ?t2)

(body $?body2)) ; superclass op
(Operation (nane ?o) (cnane ?c1) (type ?t1)

(body $?bodyl) ) ; subclass op
(test (or (neq?tL ?t2) (neq $?bodyl $?body2)))

=)
(assert (overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o) ) ) )

(defrule overrÍdden-operation-parameter
"operations parameters redefined"
(inherited-feature (cnane ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-from

?c2))
(Parameter (name ?p) (cname ?c2) (opname ?o) (type ?t2)

(defval ?d2) (ptype ?pt2)) ; superclass parm
(Parameter (narne ?p) (cnane ?c1) (opname ?o) (type ?t1)

(defvat ?d1) (ptype ?ptl)) ; subctass parm
(test (or (neq?tL ?t2) (neq ?d2 ?d1) (neq ?pt2 ?ptl)))
(not (inherÍts-from (sub ?t1) (super ?t2)))

(assert (overridden-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o))))
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(defrule overridden-parm-err-not-ref ined-type
"A subclass can only override a para¡neter type by

refining types (more specialized) "
(declare (salience -10) )
(inherited-feature (cname ?c1) (feature ?o) (inherited-from

?c2))
(overridden-feature (cnane ?c1) (feature ?o) )
(Paraneter (nane ?p) (cname ?c2) (opname ?o)

(type ?t2)) ; superclass parn
(Paraneter (narne ?p) (cnane ?c1) (opna-ure ?o)

(type ?t1)) ; subclass parm
(test (neq ?t1 ?t2))
(not (inherits-from (sub ?t1) (super ?t2)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The operation " ?cI rr.rr ?o

" O, inherited ftom " ?c2

", can only override the parameter " ?p
I' by restricting the type to"
" a more specialized type. " ?tl
" i-s not a specialized type of " ?t2
rr.rr crlf))

; * * * ** ** * * x * x * * ** * ** * {< * * t( * * * * * * * * ** * x * {< {< * * {< * * * * x * * * * x x * * **
; MuItiple ïnheritance
; -------

(def rule mult iple- inheritance-err-ârnbiguous- inheritable -f eature
"A feature cannot be inherited from two distinct ancestor

classes "
(declare (salience -10) )
(inherits-from (sub ?c1) (super ?c2))
(inherits-fron (sub ?cL) (super ?c3))
(not (inherits-from (sub ?c2) (super ?c3) ) )
(not (inherits-from (sub ?c3) (super ?cÐ))
(ExportedFeature (cnane ?c2) (feature ?f))
(ExportedFeature (cname ?c3) (feature ?f))
(test (neq ?c2 ?c3))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The class " ?cI

rr cannot inherit the feature " ?f
" from two distinct ancestor classes " ?c2
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" and " ?c3 "." crLf))

(defrule
mult ipre-inheritance-err-supers -f rom-same-di s j o int-generar izat i on

"A subclass cannot multiply inherit from two classes in the sarne
disj oint generalization"

(declare (salience -10))
(Generalization (property ?p) (subclasses $?cIist1)

(superclass ?c1) (membership disjoint))
(inherits-fron (sub ?c2) (super ?c3) )
(inherits-fron (sub ?c2) (super ?c4))
(test (and (menber$ ?c3 $?clist1)

(member$ ?c4 $?c1ist1)
(neq ?c3 ?ca)))

=)
(printout t "00DV Error: The subclass ', 7c2

rr cannot nultiply inherit from the two classes " ?c3 ,r alld ,r

?c4

" because " ?c3 " and ,, ?c4 ,' are subclasses of the sane
disj oint "

" generalization involving the supercl_ass " ?cI
" and the property 'r ?p

".', crlf))
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Appendix C - Input Knowledge for a Guarded Transition

(Transition (tid t4) (from-state ac-off) (event-class nil) (to-state
ac-on)

(diagram ac-re1ay))
(GuardCondition (transition t4)

(condition "season-sr"ritch IN Heat AND

(temp ) target-temp 0R season-switch NOT-IN Heat)',))
(Conj unct i onCondit i on

(condition
"season-switch IN Heat AND

(tenp ) target-temp 0R season-switch NOT-IN
Heat) " )

(operandl "season-sr"¡itch IN Heat")
(operand2 "temp > target-tenp 0R season-svritch N0T-IN

Heat"))
(Dis j unct i onCondit ion

(condition
"temp ) target-temp 0R season-s!¡itch NOT-IN Heat',)

(operandl "temp > target-temp")
(operand2 "season-switch NOT-IN Heat"))

(TestStateCondition (condítion "season-sr,ritch IN Heat")
(diagra-m season-switch) (operator IN) (state Heat))

(TeststateCondition (condition "season-switch NOT-IN Heat',)
(diagran season-switch) (operator NOT-IN) (state Heat))

(ConparisonCondition (condition "temp ) target-temp,')
(operandl temp) (operator GT) (operand2 target-temp))
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